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Tiivistelmä    
 
Kylmä-alan globaalissa liiketoiminnassa uusia tuotteita ja konsepteja kehitetään 
jatkuvasti. Nykyajan haasteet ja mahdollisuudet vievät kehitystä kohti ympäris-
töystävällisempää ja älykästä kylmätekniikkaa, pienemmillä tilavaatimuksilla ja 
asennuskuluilla. Epäsuorilla kylmäjärjestelmillä on omat etunsa, kuten hyvin 
pienet kylmäaine lataukset verrattuna suoriin kylmäjärjestelmiin, varsinkin jos 
putkistoilta vaaditaan pituutta ja kylmäkohteita on monta. Viessmann ESyCool on 
edistynyt ja kattava energiajärjestelmä ruokakauppoihin. ESyCool järjestelmässä 
hyödynnetään epäsuoraa kylmätekniikkaa.   
 
Työn tarkoituksena oli suunnitella ja toteuttaa epäsuora jäähdytysjärjestelmä 
laboratoriotestauksen tarpeisiin. Testattavat ovat erilaisia epäsuoralle jäähdytyk-
selle suunniteltuja tuotteita ja laitteita, joista osa sisältyy myös ESyCool-
konseptiin. Työssä esitellään myös aihepiiriin liittyvää kylmä- ja jäähdytystekniik-
kaa ja teoriaa, mukaan lukien kunnollinen katsaus kompressori-, CO2- ja epäsuo-
riin jäähdytysjärjestelmiin.   
 
Kaiken kaikkiaan projekti voidaan nähdä onnistuneena ja toimiva kylmälaitos 
halutuilla ominaisuuksilla saatiin aikaan. Projektistamme valmistuneella kylmä-
laitoksella voidaan toteuttaa laadukasta epäsuoraa jäähdytystä vuosikymmeniä, 
kunhan jäljellä olevat pienet työt, huolto ja laitoksen operointi hoidetaan asiaan-
kuuluvasti. Tämän tutkimuksen perusteella kylmäteholtaan noin 10-50kW:ssa 
samantyyppisissä epäsuorissa kylmälaitosprojekteissa voidaan päästä melko hy-
viin tuloksiin liitteiden 4-7 ja 10, ja tässä työssä esiteltyjen tietojen mukaisella 
suunnittelulla. Toteutuksen osalta voidaan päästä selvästi lyhyempiin asennus-
aikoihin ja hieman parempaan lopputulokseen soveltamalla tässä työssä mainittu-
ja ja läpi käytyjä keinoja. Tätä projektia ja siitä saatuja oppeja voidaan käyttää 
jatkossa benchmarkkina samantyyppisissä energiantuotantolaitosprojekteissa, 
varsinkin kylmä-alan projekteissa.     
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Abstract   
 
New products and concepts are being constantly developed in worldwide refrig-
eration business. Modern challenges and opportunities drive some development 
towards more environmentally friendly and smart refrigeration, with smaller 
demands for space and installation expenses. Indirect refrigeration systems have 
their own advantages, such as possibility of very small refrigerant charges com-
pared to direct systems, especially with long piping and many cooling targets. 
Viessmann ESyCool is an advanced and comprehensive energy system for food 
retail stores. ESyCool system utilizes indirect refrigeration.   
   
Aim of this work is to design and implement an indirect refrigeration system for 
laboratory testing of various indirect refrigeration products and equipment, in-
cluding some from ESyCool. Some relevant refrigeration technology and theory 
are also introduced, including a proper review of vapor compression, CO2 and 
indirect refrigeration systems.   
 
All in all, this project was successful and a working system with wanted properties 
was accomplished. Decades of high quality indirect refrigeration can be achieved 
with the project’s refrigeration plant if recommended adjustments, operation and 
maintenance are carried out. Based on this study, for around 10-50kW similar 
kind of indirect refrigeration plant projects, considerably good results can be 
achieved with design according to appendixes 4-7 and 10, and details described in 
this work. For implementation, significantly shorter installation times and a bit 
higher quality can be reached with means mentioned and discussed in this work. 
This project and its learnings can be used as a benchmark for similar custom made 
energy production plant projects in future, especially in refrigeration branch.     
 

Keywords  Refrigeration systems, Secondary cooling, Indirect cooling systems, 

Energy projects     
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Abbreviations   
ASHRAE  American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-conditioning Engineers    

CO2   Carbon Dioxide    

COP   Coefficient Of Performance    

EER   Energy Efficiency Ratio    

ESyCool  Viessmann’s Energy System for Cooling applications. An advanced energy 
system for food retail business customers, market stores for example.   

EU  European Union    

GUI  Graphical User Interface   

GHG   Greenhouse gases   

GWP  Global Warming Potential   

HFC   Hydrofluorocarbons (often referring to HFC-based refrigerants)    

HFO  Hydrofluoroolefins (often referring to HFO-based refrigerants)    

HVAC  Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning    

IIR   International Institute of Refrigeration   

LT  Low temperature (for refrigeration fixtures, temperatures a bit over 0°C)    

MT  Mid temperature (for refrigeration fixtures, freezer temperatures)    

NAM  North America  

ODP  Ozone Depletion Potential    

PCO  Plug in Control Operated (for example a refrigeration unit)    

PFC  Perfluorocarbons (often referring to PFC-based refrigerants)    

RCO  Remote Control Operated (for example a refrigeration unit)    

UK  United Kingdom  

VCRS   Vapor Compression Refrigeration System. Also referred to as Compressor 
heat pump-based refrigeration system or shortly Compressor refrigeration 
system.   

VTT   Teknologian Tutkimuskeskus VTT Oy. VTT Technical Research Centre of 
Finland Ltd.     



Symbols   

Cp   Specific heat capacity in constant pressure   J/kgK   

h  Specific enthalpy     J/kg    

L  Latent heat, for vaporization or melting for example    J/kg    

ṁ   Mass Flow     kg/s   

M   Molar mass      kg/mol   

p   Pressure       Pa, bar    

P   Power      W    

Q , Φ     Heat power. Used for both heating and cooling    W    

RH   Relative humidity     % , -    

T  Temperature     K, °C    

x    Absolute Air humidity      kgv/kgda       
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1. Introduction   
Refrigeration systems are cooling systems capable of lowering temperatures below ambient 
temperatures, or below temperatures introduced to the cooled material. Refrigeration is 
defined in a following way by ASHRAE (2019):   

“ (1) cooling of a space, substance or system to lower and/or maintain its temperature below 
the ambient one (removed heat is rejected at a higher temperature)  
(2) artificial cooling. ”    

For example cooling with cold seawater in heat exchangers is not refrigeration. It works just 
as long as seawater flow remains colder than the flow being cooled. Arrangement cannot 
supply temperatures below ambient temperature or introduced material, seawater in this case. 
This kind of cooling is categorized in free cooling technologies, for example in VTT’s cool-
ing technology-themed report by Laitinen et al. (2016).   

By far, the most used refrigeration technology today is vapor compression refrigeration 
technology, with share of at least 90% of all cases. (Laitinen et al, 2016) (Siemens, 2017). 
Such refrigeration is made with vapor compression cycle, and system in general is called 
Vapor Compression Refrigeration System (VCRS). VCRS is practically a compressor heat 
pump moving heat from refrigeration targets to the heat sink or heat recovery. “Compres-
sor/compression refrigeration system” and “Compressor heat pump-based refrigeration 
system” are names that can be used for essentially the same system and technology.   

 

1.1 Refrigeration branch, regulation and upcoming trends   

Refrigeration is a big, worldwide business. International Institute of Refrigeration (IIR) has 
published some interesting data from refrigeration branch in 2015 and 2019, giving a good 
view of refrigeration sectors size, different applications and latest development. Selected 
statistics collected from aforementioned publications are collected in Table 1. Refrigeration 
demand is growing globally, especially in many still developing countries. (University of 
Birmingham, 2017, p.7) Worldwide growth can be seen in table 1 statistics, all selected 
numbers have grown clearly since 2015. With globally raising cooling demand, energy 
efficient and more climate friendly technologies and refrigeration products are necessary for 
bringing World’s CO2-equivalent emissions into an acceptable level.  
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Table 1. Selected refrigeration-related statistics from IR’s Informatory notes on 2015 and 
2019.   
 

   

Current implementation rate of refrigeration varies a lot between different countries. In 2015, 
less than 4% of India’s fresh produced foodstuff was transported under low-temperature 
preservation. Same number of UK was over 90% (IIR, 2015, p.7). In India’s case for exam-
ple, future economic and technological growth could also implement a massive amount of 
new installed refrigeration capacity. In addition to India, there are many countries is which 
the installed capacity may increase in the future. Whether this new capacity is modern, effi-
cient and environmentally friendly can make a notable impact on the average performance 
and sustainability on refrigeration worldwide.   

Refrigeration sector consumes globally around 20% of all electricity these days, number 
includes air conditioning. Supermarket refrigeration alone consumes about 3% of all electric-
ity in developed countries (University of Birmingham, 2017, p.11). Energy consumption of 
refrigeration systems plays also a big role in the amount of sectors arising GHG (greenhouse 
gas) emissions. University of Birmingham (2017, p.3) estimates, that roughly 75% of 
worldwide cooling’s GHG emissions are generally seen to be result of energy consumption. 
With corresponding share of cooling’s 25%, refrigerant leakages are identified as another big 
GHG source, and these emissions are centered upon relatively small group of actors. From 
this can be inferred, that most retailers for example have practically no refrigerant leakages 
from their system, but when such event happens, quite a big GHG emissions follow. How 
refrigeration system manufacturing was taken into account in statistics is a good question, 
since accurate calculation of material- and early and late GHG lifecycle effects can be chal-
lenging. The whole lifecycle of product has to be taken into account, to prevent for example 
moving GHG emissions to some phase in product lifecycle that is simply excluded in calcu-
lations (VTT, 2017).   

Various decisions and regulations have been entering food retail refrigeration business in 
decent decades all over the World. Some essential decisions governing food retail refrigera-
tion since 1990 are presented in figure 1. Article 5 refers to over 140 still developing coun-
tries worldwide (IIR, 2017). NAM stands for North America. One particularly influential 
event in refrigeration business has been F-gas regulation in EU-area, which is to decrease 
HFC (hydrofluorocarbons) -based refrigerant supply by almost 80% by 2030 (University of 
Birmingham, 2017, p.3, p.8). Since 1990, food retail market’s refrigeration systems have 
also experienced clear changes in what it comes to technology. Market shares of global food 
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retail refrigeration equipment types are presented in figure 2. Use of remote operated CO2 
refrigeration systems has increased steadfastly since around 2010, replacing HFC-based 
refrigerant operated remote systems. Propane still has its own grand demand in plugin refrig-
eration systems, even though some semi-plugin water loop products have been entering the 
market since later 2010’s.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Some essential decisions governing food retail refrigeration since 1990. (Danfoss, 
2018A)   

 

  
Figure 2. Market shares of global food retail refrigeration equipment types by case volume 
(%). (Danfoss, 2018A)    

Some present and upcoming trends in global food retail business according to Danfoss 
(2019) are presented in figure 3. Regulations and environmental aspects give natural refrig-
erants some competitive advances and hinder the use of halogenated refrigerants. New instal-
lations with natural refrigerants are entering the food retail markets. At the moment use of 
CO2 in refrigeration systems is increasing quite rapidly. CO2 can be used in refrigeration 
systems as refrigerant, or as secondary coolant as well. Marketing material and introduction 
about advantageous properties of CO2 as a secondary coolant can be found from for example 
Danfoss (2015). Increasing F-gas prices have an additional effect for decreasing share of 
HFC-based systems on the markets and turning some new investment choices for favor of 
CO2 or propane-based refrigeration systems. Two interesting future trends are shortage of 
trained refrigeration service technicians and increasing expenses spent on services. These 
trends make some new opportunities in refrigeration business attractive, for example to be 
able to execute some installation and maintenance jobs with regular plumbing professionals, 
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without having to give up on good quality of work.  E-commerce, urbanization and increas-
ing real estate prices, especially in cities and urban areas set new situations and challenges 
for space use in food retail business. Danfoss (2019) estimates, that this leads to smaller store 
footprints and therefore demand for more compact food retail refrigeration systems. Connec-
tivity to intelligent control- and operation networks and programs is also identified as a 
future trend, as technology digitalizes. Wärtsilä, a huge Finnish player in smart technologies 
and complete lifecycle solutions for the marine and energy markets, defines data and digital-
ization as one of its main drivers in energy markets in their 2018’s annual report (Wärtsilä, 
2018, pp.29-30). Plugin and semi-plugin refrigeration systems are estimated to grow slightly 
in share in future decades.   

   

Figure 3. Some present and upcoming trends in global food retail refrigeration business. 
(Danfoss, 2019) Red area describes trends in demand and business sector, and gray area 
describes trends in new applications coming to markets.    

One technique solving many current and upcoming challenges is to use an indirect refrigera-
tion system. Technology enables a lot smaller refrigerant charges and can limit refrigeration 
machinery to its own compact technical space, so that cooling displays in the actual sales 
area can be cooled with low pressure secondary coolant circuits. In Finland, secondary cool-
ing has been used a long time in certain applications, such as artificial ice rinks, air condi-
tioning and foodstuff and process industries. Suomen Kylmäyhdistys Ry (2019, p.2) has 
freshly estimated that installed capacity of indirect systems will grow in the future, because 
of tightening regulations for some refrigerants and flammability of some new refrigerants.   
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1.2 Motivation and ESyCool concept     

As environmental friendliness, economical aspects, performance and safety are constantly 
being developed in the use of technology worldwide, refrigeration technologies are also 
taking part in the process. One particular solution to refrigeration industry’s both modern and 
traditional challenges are indirect refrigeration systems. IIR (2018, pp.1-3) has introduced 
some advancements in new refrigeration system technologies in its fresh publication; “Ad-
vancements in supermarket refrigeration”. In addition to higher energy efficiency, smaller 
refrigerant charges and refrigerant leakages were found to be key enhancements on achieving 
lower CO2 emissions from refrigeration. From publication’s numbers can be concluded, that 
potential for refrigerant charge and leakage reduction is significant: In many existing super-
markets, refrigerant charge can be up to 3000kg, and even 30% of total charge volume can 
leak out annually. As mentioned in the end of previous chapter, indirect systems can reduce 
the refrigerant charge into a fraction compared to direct systems. Refrigeration machinery, 
refrigerant and high pressure levels can therefore be limited to technical room, while in most 
of the cooling system’s area only some low pressure heat transfer fluid is circulated to cool 
final refrigeration targets. In addition to improved safety, smaller refrigerant charge can help 
companies’ refrigeration systems comply better with new regulations concerning maximum 
refrigerant charges for some traditional refrigerants. Indirect refrigeration systems would also 
allow cheaper and more convenient installation and maintenance, while regular plumbing 
professional could install all devices except the refrigeration machinery room demanding 
refrigeration technician. Potential segment for such technology is very large and competitive, 
for example food retail, restaurants, grocery production and storage.   

One remarkable concept utilizing indirect refrigeration technology is Viessmann ESyCool 
(Energy System for Cooling applications), an advanced energy system for food retail busi-
ness customers. ESyCool system diagram using discount store as an example is presented in 
figure 4. ESyCool can take care of the food retail store’s refrigeration in all temperature 
levels. ESyCool system cools fixtures in refrigerator temperatures (above 0 °C) with heat 
transfer fluid, changing sensible heat only. For freezer temperatures there is an additional 
CO2 VCRS freezer unit. Therefore in ESyCool concept, indirect cooling carried out entirely 
with heat transfer fluid cooled by Vitocal heat pumps is applied only for refrigerator temper-
ature fixtures. Cooling to the system is produced with ESyCool heat pump unit (And CO2 
freezer unit). There are 2 different versions of ESyCool heat pump units available. ESyCool 
Classic with synthetic R410A refrigerant, and ESyCool Green with natural R290 refrigerant 
(propane). In ESyCool Classic this heat pump unit contains four Vitocal heat pumps in a 
rack, put in a weatherproof casing. On proximity of Vitocal heat pump rack, there is a dry 
cooler rejecting heat into outdoor ambient air. Store can be heated with concrete core activa-
tion on a floor plate. Concrete core activation can also be used for cooling of the building on 
hot weather. Ventilation system is optional. Vitovolt photovoltaic system can be also option-
ally chosen to produce renewable electricity from the sunlight striking the store roof. ESy-
Cool is connected to public electric power grid for power supply. ESyCool has connections 
to internet, GUI (graphical user interfaces), smart devices and intelligent local- and remote 
control panels.    
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Figure 4. ESyCool system diagram using discount store as an example (Viessmann, 2017)    
 
Ice energy storage comes with some, widely equipped versions of ESyCool system. It can 
act as heat- or cold storage depending on a season and weather. In winter time, when ambient 
outdoor air is below -10 °C, water in ice storage tank can freeze in atmospheric pressure 
(0°C), releasing a lot of heat per mass. Heat pump can use this heat easier than below -10°C 
outdoor air for heating of store via concrete core activation. In summer time frozen water in 
the tank can be used as a cold storage supplying some additional cold during hot weather. Ice 
storage has a certain capacity of heat or cold supply, in vicinity of 1MWh per complete 
phase change of one standard sized 10m^3 water/ice energy store vessel. After phase change 
has fully occurred, some water has to be frozen or molten to be able to get some heat or cold 
supply from storage again. Use of Vitovolt photovoltaic system enhances usability of ice 
storage even further, because it gives us a chance to use solar electricity during a daytime to 
freeze the ice storage, and this achieved cold reserve can be used to keep cooling targets cold 
during the nighttime.    
 
Some key benefits of ESyCool system are presented in figure 5. Notable reserve for custom-
ization according to customers’ needs is there, for example photovoltaic system, ice energy 
storage and ventilation are optional equipment, and can be supplied if seen to be beneficial in 
customer’s store facilities. ESyCool system is enhanced by Viessmann’s multibusiness 
experience. Viessmann is a major player in heat pump business, and a big supplier with wide 
range of products in heating, industrial and refrigeration applications. Vitocal heat pump unit 
consist of for example four Vitocal 300-G heat pumps in a cascade, enabling 4*12kW of 
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refrigeration capacity. Energy efficiency class of ESyCool racks is A++. This energy effi-
ciency is based on EU regulation number 811/2013 and set under certain use and circum-
stances. (Viessmann, 2017) (European Commission, 2013) There are many models of 
Vitocal 300-G produced by Viessmann, which all can be used for both heating- and cooling 
applications, in for example food retail refrigeration and real estate ground source heating 
businesses. This means that one product can give more sales- and production volumes, cost 
effective applications and incentives for concentrated product development.   

 

 
 
Figure 5. Some key benefits of Viessmann ESyCool advanced energy system. (Viessmann, 
2017)    
 
ESyCool is a Remote control operated (RCO) system. In contrast a regular household refrig-
erator for example, is a Plug in control operated (PCO) product. Refrigeration units, cabi-
nets- and other fixtures, such as fresh fish counters, normally represent either of these types. 
PCO products include the entire refrigeration machinery in a single unit. RCO products have 
centralized refrigeration machinery (compressor and condenser) in technical premises, and 
only evaporator and expansion valve are in the product, located in the shop sales floor. Typi-
cally RCO-products go to a supermarket sized customers. RCO system is typically a fair 
large in size and some practicality, scale and efficiency goals are pursued with centralization. 
PCO products go for example to smaller restaurants, shops and cafés, needing only a few 
units for each temperature level. My work is related to development of RCO products, which 
include only a sensible heat exchanger in each refrigeration fixture. This is a transition from 
direct to indirect cooling system, with some associated benefits. Such products however have 
to be tested well during development process, and our project’s refrigeration system is built 
precisely for this job.    
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1.3 Goals of this project and research objectives of the thesis    

Goal of this R&D-facility project was to successfully design, install and commission an 
indirect refrigeration system into the K-building of Viessmann’s R&D laboratory facilities in 
Porvoo. Refrigeration in the system was made with a single Vitocal 300-G compressor heat 
pump unit. System had four main purposes. Most importantly it was needed to supply cold 
heat transfer fluid to one laboratory room EN-LAB1 in constant, controllable temperature. 
This capability was needed in the laboratory facilities to test refrigeration products, which 
utilize heat transfer fluid only via temperature change, working as secondary cooling prod-
ucts. Secondary, some similar cold supply was needed to K-buildings main hall, to test vari-
ous products and equipment. Testing in hall can be done without interfering testing in 
controlled environment of EN-LAB1. Third, some cold supply was wanted for air cooling of 
laboratory room. Temperature- and humidity requirements are strict during testing, and most 
accurate conditions can be met with simultaneous and adjusted heating and cooling of labor-
atory room’s ambient air. Finally, laboratory facilities have had some challenges during 
summertime with a large CO2-refrigeration system, supplying a lot of cold for testing. Some 
additional cold supply is introduced into the condenser/gas cooler of this CO2 system in 
order to make it work better during hot weather conditions.    

In introduction we familiarized ourselves with refrigeration business branch and got some 
perspective about indirect refrigeration systems and potential benefits they can offer. In the 
rest of this work we report and analyze the process of this refrigeration R&D-facility project 
and explain some refrigeration technology-related theory relevant to this project. Theory is 
approached mostly via a literature review and universal refrigeration-related knowledge, 
whereas project report consists mostly from the description of working steps, design princi-
ples, system characteristics and results, backed up with information from literature. In the 
end we present results, findings, have some discussion about them and refrigeration technol-
ogy, and finally make conclusions of this study and the project.   
 
First research objective of this thesis was to find the best design and layout for the indirect 
refrigeration system distributing Vitocal 300-G’s cooling power to our four cooling targets. 
Best result would be a reliable and well controllable system, which could supply very high 
percentages of produced cooling power to final cooling targets. Usability of system is also 
very important, since it is used for testing of various refrigeration products with a high level 
of accuracy. Second research objective was to find the best way of implementing the system. 
Best implementation in this case is cost effective, feasible in our projects’ time window, as 
simple as possible and of course, brings us the good quality system with wanted properties 
and capabilities. Implementation also includes the definition of a reasonable and effective 
design process, since time is money and such system was designed for the first time.   
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2. Refrigeration Theory and Technology    
 
 
2.1 Refrigerants, refrigeration machine oils and heat transfer flu-
ids   
 

2.1.1 Refrigerants    

Refrigeration system’s working fluids are called refrigerants. Refrigerant goes through ther-
modynamic cycles in refrigeration system, supplying cold to cooling targets. Refrigerant is 
evaporated and again condensed in compression refrigeration cycle, absorbing and releasing 
heat, respectively. Such phase change moves a lot of heat per refrigerant’s mass flow, which 
awards a change to have refrigeration machinery with relatively small mass flow compared 
to primary cooling with some sensible heat exchange-based arrangement. This effect can be 
clearly noticed from figure 10 in chapter 2.2. Refrigerant properties are significantly depend-
ent on temperature and pressure.    

Refrigerant choice has a grand impact on refrigeration process and equipment suitable for 
refrigeration. Very different thermodynamical cycles are achieved with different refrigerants. 
One way of planning refrigerant selection for some application is viewing pressure-
temperature (p-T) curves of different refrigerants. From p-T curves required pressure levels 
for desired temperature areas in planned refrigeration can be checked conveniently. Critical- 
and triple points and available saturated state temperature range can be examined. There are 
charts viewing p-T curves of many different refrigerants in the same chart, which makes 
narrowing of search into most suitable refrigerants feasible. Figure 6 shows p-T curves for 
selected quite common refrigerants. We can see from curves that CO2 has some special 
characteristics compared to ammonia and R134A. This also applies between CO2 and most 
refrigerants in general, since most refrigerants have properties closer to ammonia and 
R134A, rather than CO2. CO2 has very narrow temperature range of subcritical operation, 
and critical point is at very low temperature. For given temperature, CO2 has high operating 
pressures. Triple point of CO2 is at higher than atmospheric pressure, which might create 
challenges unless this special feature is not properly considered during design and implemen-
tation. (Danfoss, 2013)    
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Figure 6. p-T curves of CO2, R717 (Ammonia) and R134A. Temperatures are at saturated 
fluid state. (Danfoss, 2013)    

P-T charts include temperatures in saturated fluid state, and more detailed information 
about refrigerant’s properties can be found for example in its logp-h chart. Logp-h chart 
is also an effective way of examining possible thermodynamical cycles for planned re-
frigeration process. Logarithmic pressure is presented of y-axis and specific enthalpy in 
x-axis. There should be noted, that specific enthalpy is always given in comparison to 
some reference state, state in which enthalpy is 0 kJ/kg. Different charts may have differ-
ent specific enthalpy 0-points, which must be taken into account while using them. Logp-
h chart of CO2 in a broad minded form, CO2 states and CO2’s critical- and triple points 
are presented in figure 7. More detailed logp-h chart is required for proper thermodynam-
ical refrigeration process design work, which for CO2 is presented in appendix 1. (Haka-
la et al, 2013, pp.10-22) (Siemens, 2017, pp.36-45)    
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Figure 7. Large scale logp-h diagram of CO2. CO2 states. CO2 critical- and triple points. 
(Danfoss, 2013)    

In addition to information available from p-T- and logp-h charts, there are many other prop-
erties effecting refrigerant choice. Table 2 shows some selected properties of CO2, ammonia 
and R134A. CO2 and ammonia are natural refrigerants, whereas R134 is halogenated hydro-
carbon-based refrigerant. ODP and GWP are commonly used numbers to measure environ-
mental friendliness related to a refrigerant.  R134A has clearly higher GWP than two others, 
otherwise all these have small environmental load measured by ODP and GWP. As men-
tioned, CO2 has very different critical- and triple points compared to ammonia, R134A or 
most other refrigerants. Ammonia’s flammability and toxicity set some challenges for its use, 
whereas CO2 and R134A are not flammable or toxic. CO2 however is dangerous in exces-
sive concentrations if it is leaked into a space, where it can replace oxygen and cause CO2-
poisoning.   

Table 2. Some properties of CO2, ammonia and R134A. (Danfoss, 2013)    
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Refrigerants can be classified based on their chemical content. Many organic fluids are 
suitable as refrigerants because of their favorable thermodynamical properties, especially 
pressure levels on typical temperatures present in refrigeration systems. One common crite-
rion is halogen content, which is also the one widely used in legislation field, because of this 
approaches useful link to environmental aspects. Figure 8 presents classification of refriger-
ants, halogen content as main criterion. Halogenated refrigerants are hydrocarbons, in which 
hydrogen is replaced with halogen-molecules in different ways of processing. Natural refrig-
erants do not contain halogen-molecules. Natural refrigerants can be further divided to pure 
hydrocarbons and non-organic refrigerants, which both can be naturally found on Earth and 
their GWP and ODP are typically 0 or almost 0. For example ammonia, CO2, propane and 
water are natural refrigerants. (Suomen Kylmäyhdistys Ry, 2017)    

 

Figure 8. Classification of refrigerant groups and certain refrigerants, halogen-content as 
main criterion.    

Some refrigerants are mixtures consisting of two or more pure refrigerants. For example a 
quite lot used R404A is a mixture of R125, R143A and R134A. Mixed refrigerants can be 
azeotropic or non-azeotropic (zeotropic) type. In constant pressure, azeotropic refrigerant 
mixtures have a constant evaporation temperature, just like pure refrigerants. From practical 
properties, azeotropic mixture refrigerants can be seen to behave like pure refrigerants, just 
some mixing has been done to improve some qualities or prevent downside of some other-
wise great pure refrigerant. Zeotropic refrigerant mixtures have a sliding evaporation tem-
perature, which sometimes must be considered while designing heat exchanging components 
and systems. Slide of evaporation temperature depends a lot on a mixture. For example 
aforementioned R404 has a slide of only about 0,7°C, whereas commonly used R407A, 
R407C and R407F all have slides of 6°C or more. (Hakala et al, 2013, pp.23-24) (SWEP, 
2019B)    

Refrigerant manufacturers name their products, and therefore same refrigerant with same 
chemical content and properties can have multiple trade names. Same applies for heat trans-
fer fluids and refrigeration machine oils. Even though chemical composition would be prac-
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tically the same (shares of main volatile ingredients), different products can have a difference 
in for example anti-corrosion agent composition, and the exact composition including addi-
tives can be patented.   

Range of refrigerants in use has been under clear change due to some legislation in recent 
and ongoing decades. Halogen-containing refrigerants have been limited because of their 
unwanted effects to atmosphere. First there were some bans and restrictions concerning 
refrigerants with high ODP, and a bit later concerning refrigerants with high GWP. F-gas 
regulation in EU has set regulations or reporting liabilities to HFC, PFC and HFO refriger-
ants. F-gas regulation was adopted in 2006, and current updated version become valid in 
2015. Regulations are expected to increase the share of natural refrigerants and raise F-gas 
prices in food retail refrigeration business (Danfoss, 2019). Numerous substitutive refriger-
ants for F-gases have been specified and implemented, for example for R404A there are 
many alternative choices in food retail refrigeration, such as R454C. R404A was Sweden’s 
most commonly used refrigerant in grocery stores in 2017 (Gustafsson et al. 2017). Substitu-
tive refrigerants can however bring other challenges, for instance aforementioned change 
means a slight increase in flammability (From class A1 to A2 according to ISO817-
standard). (Kapanen, 2017)    
 

2.1.2 Refrigeration machine oils   

Oil is commonly used in refrigeration machines to lubricate compressors during operation. 
Some literature sources such as Hakala et al. (2013) and Siemens (2017) see, that at a time 
practically all compressor types need some suitable refrigeration machine oil for trouble free 
operation. Even though oil lubricated compressors perhaps still dominate the market, nowa-
days there are some applications that make use of VCRS technology without oil. Magnetic 
bearings can be used for oil-free operation, and technology also enables higher rotation 
speeds, and therefore higher cooling powers (Laitinen et al. 2016). For HVAC applications, 
Danfoss Turbocor series can be nominated as an example of compressors with magnetic 
bearing technology for cooling systems (Danfoss, 2018B). Oil-free compressors are not fully 
unheard of for household refrigeration appliances either, Embraco Wisemotion can be nomi-
nated as an example (Embraco, 2014) (CTCN, 2018).    

Oil is in contact with circulating refrigerant, which causes unintentional penetration of lubri-
cation oil into the refrigerant flow. Usually oil content is causing disadvantage in refrigera-
tion process, even though this is not explicit, especially with low concentrations. It has been 
noticed, that in low concentrations (1-4%) oil might even improve refrigerant’s heat transfer 
properties with some refrigerant-oil combinations. Oil lowers efficiency (kJ/kg) of latent heat 
exchangers (for example evaporator and condenser), since it does not change phase and 
therefore carry heat in same temperature as refrigerant. Liquid oil is also a problem in com-
pressor among gaseous or supercritical refrigerant, since its very low compressibility. Oil can 
accumulate in low flow speed areas of circulation, releasing at once and causing a liquid 
hammer in compressor (CARLY, 2019). (Hakala et al, 2013)    

Many refrigeration systems are equipped with oil separator. Separation capacities in refriger-
ation machines are typically around 97-99%. Some refrigeration machines are manufactured 
without oil separator deliberately, for example small factory-made refrigeration machines 
with below 0°C evaporation and small hermetically sealed refrigeration units. For perfor-
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mance of refrigeration system and separability of oil, it would be favorable, if oil type would 
either dissolve totally or not at all with refrigerant used. Efficient oil recovery can set some 
demands for refrigerant flow speeds in the piping, that have to be taken into account while 
designing refrigeration systems. Oil should not be accumulated in certain locations in the 
system, and high recovery rates should become achievable in the collecting device. (Hakala 
et al, 2013)    

Just like refrigerants, there is a large variety of different refrigeration machine oils available 
for different refrigeration systems. Oil choice and arrangement has an effect on successful 
operation and efficiency of refrigeration machinery. Factors effecting oil choice are for 
example viscosity in different temperatures, purity of oil product, compatibility with com-
pressor sealing materials, solubility with used refrigerant, moisture- and acid content, foam-
ing tendency and chemical stability. (Hakala et al, 2013)    

 

2.1.3 Heat transfer fluids   

Heat transfer fluids are used to carry heat in indirect cooling systems. Unlike refrigerants, 
heat transfer fluids transfer heat via sensible heat exchange only, without phase change in 
refrigeration systems. There are many names for refrigeration system’s heat transfer fluids 
used generally, for example secondary fluids, secondary working fluids, secondary refriger-
ants, and secondary coolants. Salt-water solutions, brines are sometimes used as expression 
for refrigeration heat transfer fluids too, because they are often used in such purpose. Simi-
larly anti-freeze solution is sometimes used as an expression, perhaps to highlight fluids 
property of staying in liquid and well flowing form under low temperatures. (Melinder et al, 
2015, pp.47-60)    

Like refrigerants, there are many different secondary coolants available, and many properties 
that have to be taken into account while making choices. In refrigeration systems, freezing 
point must be low enough for secondary coolant to flow well and not freeze, breaking 
equipment and causing hazards. Many secondary coolants are water based solutions, due to 
water’s good thermodynamical- and various other properties. Mixing with some other sub-
stance is usually needed for desirable freezing point below 0°C to be achieved. Freezing 
points of some water-based solutions are presented in figure 9. Freezing points are given 
according to additive concentration in weight %. Besides secondary coolant choice, freezing 
point can be lowered with higher concentration of additive. This will however typically make 
other fluid properties less favorable for a secondary coolant, since water concentration de-
creases. This would rationalize the use of additive with higher frost protection in such refrig-
erant system. Table 3 presents practical operation span for different secondary coolants 
according to Melinder et al. (2015). Most of the secondary coolants considered are water-
based solutions. Also CO2 can be used as a secondary coolant. It has some clear benefits and 
challenges, which are discussed in more detail in chapter 4.2. One distinctive property of 
CO2 is a very low viscosity also in low temperatures. (Melinder et al, 2015)    
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Figure 9. Freezing points of some water solutions according to additive concentration in 
weight %. (Melinder et al, 2015)     
 

Table 3. Practical operation span for different secondary coolants. (Melinder et al, 2015)     
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There are some quite recently published literature available about secondary coolants and 
their desirable properties, for example from Melinder et al. (2015) and Suomen Kyl-
mäyhdistys Ry (2017). Based on these resources and knowledge gained during design- and 
implementation project of secondary cooling system during master’s thesis work, certain 
properties important for a secondary coolant can be identified, which are collected in table 4. 
Table 4 also shows pure water’s status with given properties, because many important sec-
ondary coolants are water based. Classical act is to mix certain amount of suitable additive to 
water, achieving lower freezing point and sometimes lesser corrosion. Additive concentra-
tion is tried to keep as low as practically possible, for water’s good thermodynamical- and 
other properties to still dominate in mixture characteristics.  
 
Table 4. Important properties for secondary coolants and water’s related status.    

 

Thermodynamical properties are important for a good secondary coolant. In addition to 
sufficient frost protection, secondary coolant should have high density, specific heat capacity 
and thermal conductivity. Viscosity of secondary coolant should be low in operating temper-
atures of a refrigeration system. Secondary coolant with aforementioned thermodynamical 
properties carries a lot of heat per volumetric flow, supplies cooling efficiently and facilitates 
compact component sizes for given output. Good heat transfer properties give us smaller 
achievable pinch points in heat exchangers, leading to better efficiency, carrying more heat 
and allowing more cooling capacity with same temperature difference. Viscosity and density 
of secondary coolant effect in pressure drop in refrigeration system’s piping and compo-
nents. In ideal situation pressure drops are low. This leads to lower circulation pump power 
consumption and is better for system durability. Pressure drop can be adjusted more econom-
ically with high density and low viscosity fluid. If fluid is too viscous, for example use in 
warmer temperature or increasing of pipe sized is needed for smaller pressure drops, which 
may be hard to achieve without compromising refrigeration performance requirements.   

There are also numerous other aspects effecting secondary coolant choice, in which some 
important ones are low corrosivity with refrigeration system’s materials, environmental 
friendliness, non-toxicity, non-flammability, good economical prospects and good accessibil-
ity. A good global or local knowledge about secondary coolant and available installation, 
consultancy and component supply can also play big role, especially in some applications 
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and projects. For example supply for components and spare parts compatible with water is 
high in most product categories, whereas components withstanding some more rare and 
corrosive secondary coolant can be harder and more expensive to find. Environmental 
friendliness includes a lot of different aspects, for example GWP, ODP, biological degrada-
tion rate in nature, ease of recycling and health aspects for humans and diverse wildlife.   

We chose propylene glycol-water solution as secondary coolant in our project’s refrigeration 
system. We chose it over ethylene glycol because of its significantly better safety- and health 
properties, even though frost protection was slightly lowered. Good accessibility from mar-
kets was also a criterion. Propylene glycol content was set to 30% or 50%, depending on area 
in the system. There were many trade names for propylene glycol; we purchased Antifrogen 
L 100% pure propylene glycol, which was mixed with water in suitable ratios to deliver 
aforementioned mixtures for our system. Antifrogen is a product from Swiss company, 
Clariant. Information about Antifrogen L can be found in appendix 2. Technical datasheet, 
specific heat capacity-chart, thermal conductivity-chart and relative pressure drop-chart are 
presented. Charts are in function of temperature for each propylene glycol-concentration in 
water solution. (Clariant International Ltd. 2014) A few remarks can be pointed out: As with 
most of commonly used secondary coolants, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity 
decrease and relative pressure drop increases as we increase propylene glycol concentration 
in water solution. This is because pure water has better aforementioned characteristics than 
propylene glycol. Some propylene glycol is mixed with water to get enough frost protection 
for below 0°C temperatures. There are also some anti-corrosion agents in Antifrogen L to 
give it some resistance against corrosion. (Clariant International Ltd. 2014)    

 

2.2 Heat exchangers in refrigeration systems - Evaporators, con-
densers, gas coolers and sensible heat exchangers    

Heat exchangers move heat between two media in refrigeration systems. Evaporators and 
condensers are heat exchangers involving phase change in at least one side of the heat ex-
changer surfaces, whereas heat exchanger is a general term for components exchanging heat 
between two media, utilizing temperature difference. In transcritical CO2 refrigeration sys-
tems, heat exchangers rejecting heat from supercritical CO2 into ambient air or other heat 
sink are called gas coolers. This is, even though CO2 is actually in supercritical, not gaseous 
phase throughout this component. (While gas cooler working in constant pressure)    

Heat exchanger as a term is sometimes used referring particularly to a fluid-fluid heat ex-
changer without phase change. For example in indirect systems, heat exchangers may be 
named according to type of a possible phase change, and a term heat exchanger is used 
exclusively for sensible heat exchangers in the system. While talking about a heat exchanger, 
sometimes specification about more detailed name use is necessary. This is because heat 
exchangers are often named based on medium on only either one side. For example, in basic 
household’s fridges a component called evaporator, evaporates the refrigerant, fridges tech-
nical working fluid in temperature below 0°C. For fridge’s air side, where foodstuff is at, the 
same component works as sensible heat exchanger, taking heat out from the fridge air and 
foodstuff. A small amount of moisture in fridge’s air is condensing and freezing on the heat 
exchanging back wall in fridge, therefore there is an occasional automatic defrost phase or 
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need for manual defrosting in household fridges. (And usually in refrigeration systems in 
general) Household refrigerators have typically an automatic defrosting (HELEN, 2017).   

Evaporator’s purpose is to transfer heat from space being cooled into the refrigerant. Tem-
perature becomes colder or stays cold in the cooled space because of this removed heat. 
Condenser finally moves this heat away from the refrigerant circulation into the heat sink, 
outdoor air for example. In indirect systems there might be heat transfer fluids to carry heat 
from cooled space to evaporator and/or from condenser to heat sink. Some indirect systems 
may have heat exchangers moving heat from one heat transfer fluid to another, without phase 
change. Only sensible heat is exchanged. In our project’s system, we have two such heat 
exchangers. In refrigeration systems all these components ultimately aim for moving heat 
from cooled space to the heat sink or heat recovery.  

Q (W), heat transferred in heat exchanger can be calculated with equation 1. Applies for all 
aforementioned heat exchanger types, interpretation depending on more detailed heat ex-
changer type.   

 (1) 

Where ṁ (kg/s) is mass flow of refrigerant, heat transfer fluid or some medium taking part in 
heat exchange. Δh (J/kg) is change of enthalpy in this mass flow. h1 (J/kg) is enthalpy of 
mass flow before, and h2 (J/kg) after the heat exchanger. Leva (J/kg) is latent heat of vapori-
zation or condensation. Lliq (J/kg) can be used instead, when calculating medium liquefying 
or solidifying in either side of heat exchanger, for example water in ice cold storages.  
Cp (J/kgK) is specific heat capacity of mass flow’s medium in constant pressure. ΔT (K) is a 
medium’s temperature difference over the heat exchanger.   

An example of various heat exchanger calculations and using equation 1 are presented in 
figure 10. Case involves multiphase heat transfer, and also highlights well the large amount 
of energy transferred via phase change, condensing in this case. (Compared to sensible heat 
transfer, related to temperature change)    
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Figure 10. Heating of glycol-water mixture with excess process steam. An example of vari-
ous heat exchanger calculations and using equation 1.    
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2.3 Safety of refrigeration systems    

Safety and associated risks vary a lot depending on applied technology, refrigeration system 
size and more detailed characteristics. Some safety risks in refrigeration systems and exam-
ples of corresponding security measures are collected in table 5. Careful design of the system 
is very important for safety. Many risks can be avoided right in the design phase, with for 
example safe fluid selections. System should be under control and technical knowledge at all 
times. Well planned refrigeration system could work under its designed operation environ-
ment safely on its own, and special safety devices and practices can act as an extra layer of 
security. As we learned in our R&D refrigeration system project, design choices can have a 
big effect on safety features, even if system performance and fixed design guidelines were 
practically the same. One example from our project is heat transfer fluid choice for two 
piping circuits going to heat rejection and to CO2 heat exchanger. Propylene glycol was 
chosen over ethylene glycol as 50% additive to water; even that frost protection rate was 
lowered a bit with this choice. Reason was ethylene glycol’s toxicity, whereas propylene 
glycol is much better for health and therefore a safer choice.   

Table 5. Some safety risks in refrigeration systems and examples of corresponding security 
measures.    
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Safe operation of refrigeration system should be well noticeable. Design of refrigeration 
system should allow adequate amount of controllability and inspectability of the system. 
Remote and well visualized access to operating values and phases of fluids are good ways of 
ensuring the right state of operation, and handling possible problems or inefficiencies in an 
early stage. Sight glass can be used in some components to verify the correct phase of refrig-
erant, verify that air has been successfully removed from the system, or check that entirely 
gaseous or liquid state is reached in some component. Cold chain of foodstuff is globally 
important safety- and health aspect. Reliable and good quality food chain has also a big 
economical impact, since spoilage of foodstuff storage can ruin vital income for actors in 
food retail branch and disrupt foodstuff availability for consumers.   

High pressure levels can bear potential risks in refrigeration systems. For example CO2 
compression refrigeration systems have typically high working pressures, transcritical opera-
tion requires over 73,6 bar for CO2 to enter the supercritical fluid state. (Emerson, 2016) 
Pressure levels and pressure differences in system should be high enough for efficient and 
well performing operation, but in safety perspective not significantly higher than necessary. 
This is because high pressures have a potential for powerful accidents, if something goes 
wrong, in form of explosive bursting of equipment for example. High pressures are typically 
utilized more in refrigerant-, rather than heat transfer fluid circulations, because heat rejec-
tion in condenser or gas cooler demands high enough pressure for desirable phase change-/ 
superheated fluid cooling temperature. Safety valves for overpressure are standard equip-
ment in pressurized and/or closed refrigeration systems. Safety valve is set to open if certain 
pressure level is exceeded, releasing some fluid and pressure into the atmosphere or some 
safe space. It is necessary to install discharge of safety valve to a safe location and direction, 
so that possible high pressure discharge cannot hit any people. Opening pressure and blow-
off speed of safety valve must be sized based on a worst case scenario. Safety valve must 
open well before tolerance of weakest component in the system is surpassed. Blow-off speed 
must be enough for even the hardest need for discharge. Typically this case is a fire, when 
refrigerant and other fluids in system heat up rapidly, expand and can build pressure quick. 
Especially large liquid bodies, buffer tanks for example must be considered in safety valve 
blow-off speed calculations. (Hakala et al, 2013)    

High temperatures can be found in compressor discharge line for example, especially when 
used heat sink is considerably warm and refrigerant has to be in higher temperature for effi-
cient heat rejection. Also heating of components due to vibrations and work is possible. Cold 
fluids can cause severe frost damages if spilled on people, since they can conduct heat lot 
faster than air, and there is always some refrigerant in colder temperature than the coldest 
cooling target present in operating evaporator of the system (this is a physical and technical 
requirement for cooling to be possible in compressor refrigeration systems, since heat travels 
naturally from hotter to colder material).   

Finding the best fluid for refrigeration application leads often to a compromise of some 
aspects, since it is hard to achieve all demanded properties in the same fluid. Toxic, flamma-
ble or otherwise dangerous fluid properties are currently found in many common refrigera-
tion systems as refrigerants or heat transfer fluids. For example ammonia and ethylene 
glycol-water mixtures are toxic, and most hydrocarbons-based refrigerants are highly flam-
mable. CO2 can cause choking if accidentally released by replacing oxygen (Danfoss, 2013, 
p.101). One guaranteed way of preventing these particular problems, is to choose a fluid that 
is not toxic, flammable or otherwise dangerous, even though this is a hard task, and perfor-
mance-related and thermodynamical properties have to be most likely yield on in many 
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applications. Water has many excellent properties needed for a working fluid or a heat trans-
fer fluid. It is non-toxic, non-flammable and does not produce choking hazard in the level we 
consider refrigeration system fluids. Water however has non-desirable phases and/or temper-
atures of phase change in pressure levels economically achievable in many refrigeration 
applications. In our R&D refrigeration system project for example, propylene glycol is 
mixed with water for additional frost resistance.   

Corrosion prevention has to be considered by choosing suitable materials for used refrigerant 
and heat transfer fluids. Also regular inspections are often helpful. Corroded materials can 
lose their pressure durability or other vital properties, leading to system failures, pressure 
bursts or other dangerous events. Flash point of refrigerant is an important fire safety proper-
ty. Flash point is a lowest temperature, in which vapours of fluid will ignite while exposed to 
a spark. Flash point of fluid should be well higher than highest temperatures in the system, so 
that possible vapours do not ignite with a little spark.  

Ventilation of spaces should be properly taken care of, for both healthy air quality and for 
avoiding accumulation of flammable gas mixtures to air. There should be some way of 
ensuring, that possible leaks will be detected somehow in the system. One way is monitoring 
fluid pressures. In closed, overpressurized system leaks tend to lower the system pressure. 
Refrigeration systems may have very many joints and possible locations of leaking, and 
leaks can happen from very small holes. Therefore a visual inspection is a good, but not all-
inclusive way of ensuring that system has not leaked.   
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3. Vapor Compression Refrigeration Systems   

 
3.1 Basic concept    

Vapor Compression Refrigeration Systems (VCRS, also referred to as Compressor heat 
pump-based refrigeration systems or shortly Compression/Compressor refrigeration systems) 
are widely used for cooling in different sized spaces, household appliances, industry, food 
and- beverage sector, cold storages and many other applications having cooling demand. At 
least 90% of today’s refrigeration and air conditioning capacity is fulfilled with compressor 
heat pump technology (Laitinen et al, 2016) (Siemens, 2017, p.46). System is suitable for 
refrigeration, without introduction of any originally cold material with the space or product 
being cooled. Compressor heat pump moves heat from cooler space into warmer space with 
electricity-made work.   

Compressor heat pump works in same principle while refrigeration or heating action. In 
refrigeration application, goal is to cool cold side and heat is removed to heat sink, often 
outdoor air. In heating application, goal is to move heat from outdoor air into heated space. 
Outdoor air will then act as a practically infinite heat source. In supermarket refrigeration 
system for example, cold space and heat sink are all freezers and refrigerator-cabins in a 
supermarket and outdoor air, respectively. VCRS technology utilizes a large amount of latent 
heat energy stored in gaseous refrigerant, when compared to liquid state in the same tem-
perature.   

Compressor heat pump-based refrigeration is powered with compressor work, and different 
compressor types enable different set of strengths and challenges. Household refrigerators 
are an excellent example of technology’s feasibility and popularity for small scale systems, 
whereas even large scale district cooling can be efficiently achieved with turbo compressor-
based heat pump technology (Laitinen et al, 2016, pp.10-15, 51).   

Heat pumps are categorized into three groups based on a used heat source in Khartchenko et 
al (2014, p.541). Air source, ground source, and water source heat pumps. These all can be 
found in VCRS technology. Our project’s Vitocal-300G heat pump transfers heat from one 
water-glycol heat transfer fluid stream to another. Vitocal 300-G is commonly used in geo-
thermal heat pump applications, but as previously introduced, in our project its job is to cool 
four cooling targets in our laboratory facilities.   

Main components of compressor heat pump-based refrigeration system are presented in 
figure 11. Figure 11 shows also a rough process path of working fluid in logp-h diagram. 
Working fluid is also commonly termed as refrigerant, especially in cooling- and refrigera-
tion applications. In refrigeration applications, heat is removed from the cooled space into 
flowing refrigerant in the evaporator. Compressor raises gaseous refrigerant’s pressure and 
temperature into desired level. Condenser rejects heat into a heat sink, usually outdoor air. 
Expansion valve lowers pressure and temperature of refrigerant by letting it expand by an 
applicable volume. Associated working fluid cycle and thermodynamical perspectives are 
discussed in more detail in next chapter, 3.2.    
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Figure 11. Main components of compressor heat pump-based refrigeration system and a 
rough process path of working fluid in logp-h-diagram. 1) Evaporator 2) Compressor 3) 
Condenser 4) Expansion valve. (Siemens, 2017, p.46)      
 

 

3.2 Vapor compression refrigeration process    

Vapor compression refrigeration process composes of four serial stages, evaporation, com-
pression, condensing and expansion. Process is dynamic, cyclic and continuous, there is 
some refrigerant in every stage at given time. Purpose of the system is to remove heat from 
the cooled space, lowering its temperature and/or keeping it low. Vapor compression refrig-
eration process is presented in figure 12. Refrigerant phases, heat- and work flows, some 
exemplary temperature levels and pressure levels in the system are also shown.    
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Figure 12. Vapor compression refrigeration process. Refrigerant phases, heat- and work 
flows, some exemplary temperature levels and pressure levels in the system are shown.    

VCRS process and associated refrigerant cycle can be explained component at a time as 
follows: Cooling is supplied to cooling targets in evaporator. Refrigerant turns from liquid to 
gas, absorbing heat from the cooled space or medium. For this to happen, refrigerant has to 
evaporate in lower temperature than the cooling targets temperature, heat to move the right 
way. This is controlled with suitable pressure, resulting in desired evaporation temperature of 
the refrigerant. In evaporator, refrigerant’s specific enthalpy raises with the latent heat of 
evaporated refrigerant, plus the superheat. Absorbed heat is off from the cooling target, and 
corresponds to the accomplished cooling power.   

Compressors raise gaseous refrigerant’s pressure after evaporation process. This is necessary 
in order to reject heat out of the refrigeration cycle. Refrigerant temperature also increases, 
because gas compression naturally raises both temperature and pressure, even with thermo-
dynamically very efficient compressors. This means, that compressing adds heat into refrig-
eration cycle, that has to be also rejected in condenser. Refrigerant’s condensing temperature 
(=boiling point) depends on its pressure. High enough pressure has to be achieved with 
compression, for refrigerant’s boiling point to settle in desired temperature. Boiling point has 
to be higher than heat sink (or other media taking the rejected heat) temperature, so heat can 
move away from the refrigeration cycle. If ambient air temperature is 30°C, compression has 
to achieve at least around 35-40°C for sufficient temperature difference including margins 
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for heat to transfer from refrigerant to air. This is why heat rejection to air demands higher 
refrigerant pressure, and therefore also larger compressor power in hot weather.     

VCRS extracts heat from the cooling target by absorbing it in the evaporating refrigerant. 
For cooling to be continuous, this heat and a little bit of heat added by compressor have to be 
get rid of. Otherwise refrigerant temperature will rise quite a fast, and cooling is no longer 
possible. Heat is rejected in the condenser. Refrigerant turns from gas to liquid, releasing 
latent heat of condensing into the heat sink, outdoor air in many cases. Rejected heat can be 
captured with some heat recovery method, for preheating of water for example. Heat recov-
ery can be a promising option, especially with high cooling power systems with also some 
heat demand nearby.   

After condenser, refrigerant is again in liquid form, and has removed some heat out from the 
refrigeration cycle. In transcritical refrigeration cycles, refrigerant rejects heat in gas cooler 
(instead of condenser), in critical fluid state. Either way, refrigerant is still in high pressure 
and temperature. These need to be lowered into desirable level for evaporation process. This 
is made by expanding refrigerant in expansion valve. If there is not enough expansion, re-
frigerants evaporation temperature (boiling point) is settled too high, and heat cannot be 
transferred from cooler space into refrigerant. If there is more expansion that required with 
fair margins, refrigeration cycle wastes energy, since compressor has to make more work 
than necessary, while working over higher pressure difference. After the expansion, given 
refrigerant volume flows again to evaporator, and starts to travel through a new refrigeration 
cycle.    
 

 

3.3 Energy efficiency of Vapor Compression Refrigeration Sys-
tems   

Figure 13 presents the main energy flows of vapor compression refrigeration cycle. Φo  (W), 
cooling capacity equals heat power absorbed by refrigerant in evaporator. Evaporation re-
moves heat from space being cooled by absorbing it to energize evaporation process, which 
gives us the desired cooling power. Pel  (W), compressor power goes for pressurizing refrig-
erant, but also bringing some heat to it, because of the thermodynamics of gas compression 
process. Φc  (W), heat rejection in condenser (or gas cooler) dumps the heat out of the refrig-
eration cycle. Both heat removed from the cooled space in evaporator and heat brought to 
process in compression have to be get rid of. The energy balance of VCRS is presented in 
equation 2.    
 

                  (2)   
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Figure 13. Main energy flows of vapor compression refrigeration cycle. Figure 11 accompa-
nied with cooling capacity  Φo , heat rejection in condenser Φc  and compressor power Pel .  
(Siemens, 2017, pp.66-68)     
  

Energy efficiency of vapor compression refrigeration cycle can be measured with Energy 
Efficiency Ratio (EER). Coefficient of Performance (COP) is another common expression 
used for the same thing. Some literature recommends use of EER with refrigeration systems, 
and COP for heat pumps, for example Siemens (2017, pp.81-82). In European heat pump 
standards COP is used for heating- and EER for cooling-related efficiencies (Laitinen et al, 
2016, p.19). EER of vapor compression refrigeration system can be calculated with equation 
3.   
 

           (3)   

EER is a number comparing benefit and cost (Siemens, 2017, p.81-82). Φo (W) is the de-
sired cooling power and Pel  (W) is electrical power needed to drive the compressor. In equa-
tion 3, ṁ (kg/s) is mass flow of refrigerant, Δheva (J/kg) is enthalpy change of refrigerant in 
evaporator, Δhcmpr (J/kg) is enthalpy change of refrigerant in compressor, h1 (J/kg) is en-
thalpy of refrigerant before evaporator, h2 (J/kg) is enthalpy of refrigerant after evaporator, 
h3 (J/kg) is enthalpy of refrigerant before compressor and h4 (J/kg) is enthalpy of refrigerant 
after compressor.   

Pel  can be defined in at least two different ways, which’s difference is important to be aware 
of. In figure 13, Pel  is pointing the power transferred to refrigerant. In real process, electrici-
ty consumption of the compressor is a bit higher, since 100% of used electricity cannot be 
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transferred to refrigerant; at least a small part goes to losses. Therefore, in terms of figure 13, 
only EER of the refrigeration cycle can be calculated with equation 3. If we want to calculate 
the EER describing ratio of desired cooling output to realized electricity consumption, we 
have to add power of losses to Pel , or straight use the electricity consumption as Pel  in equa-
tion 3. Similar thing can be outlined for Φo . Is all heat really removed from the space inten-
tionally being cooled, or is some heat perhaps removed in vain? This speculation can be 
continued longer than necessary in this work, but aforementioned refers to importance of 
knowing, which efficiency is actually measured.   

Overall energy efficiency of a VCRS often includes more aspects than refrigeration machin-
ery’s cycle EER. The whole refrigeration system can have other electricity consumption such 
as lightning and defrosting. On the other hand, for example heat recovery can give additional 
benefits that can be taken into account while considering overall efficiency. Our project’s 
refrigeration system is VCRS-based indirect cooling system. In addition to Vitocal 300-G 
heat pumps electricity consumption, we for example have 5 heat transfer fluid circulation 
pumps, dry cooler and a temperature control valve using electricity. Also all cooling power 
applied to heat transfer fluid in Vitocal 300-G will not be usable in some of our four cooling 
targets due to losses, some of the cooling power is lost to environment. Realized overall 
efficiency depends on the weather and operation mode of our system. Some kind of efficien-
cies can be calculated also to separate parts of the refrigeration system. In our project’s 
refrigeration system we could be interested in the overall efficiency, defined as supplied 
average cooling power per average system electricity consumption. However, accurate per-
formance of our refrigeration system in its duties is perhaps priorized over energy efficiency 
as long as electricity costs are expectedly somewhat low. Only one of such systems will be 
produced, and most of benefits come from successful fulfillment of its tasks and know-how 
accumulating to company, and most of costs from working hours or some other things than 
systems electricity consumption.   
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4. CO2 Refrigeration Systems   
 

4.1 Basic concept and market view    

As we learned in chapter 1.1, CO2 refrigeration systems are currently increasing in share of 
Worlds refrigeration capacity. CO2 refrigeration systems are vapor compression refrigeration 
systems with carbon dioxide (CO2) as refrigerant. CO2 is also suitable for use as a heat 
transfer fluid in secondary cooling systems. Worldwide amount of stores with transcritical 
CO2 refrigeration systems in October 2018 is presented in figure 14. As we can see, current-
ly CO2 systems are most common in Europe and Japan. North America has many CO2-
equipped stores, even though amount is relatively small taking a huge size of market into 
account. Many countries and continents have some installed capacity, but a proper generali-
zation has not yet taken place. CO2 systems are a common solution for supermarket- and 
other food retail locations. CO2 systems can be designed and operated in many ways, which 
can be optimized for different worldwide climates and conditions. Some basic information 
about CO2 as a refrigerant and a heat transfer fluid was covered in chapter 2.1.    
 

 

Figure 14. Worldwide amount of stores with transcritical CO2 refrigeration systems. Num-
bers are from October 2018. (Danfoss, 2019)     
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4.2 CO2 System advantages and disadvantages   

CO2 systems got some clear advantages. CO2 systems have significantly higher volumetric 
cooling capacity compared to conventional refrigerants. As an environmentally friendly and 
cooling capacities compared to systems with conventional refrigerants. As an environmental-
ly friendly and natural refrigerant, CO2 has a competitive advantage to non-environmental 
friendly refrigerants, which are being targeted by legislations. Refrigeration system safety 
features are good in some areas, for example because of CO2’s non-flammability and low 
toxicity. Very low viscosity of CO2 allows small pipe sizes and pressure drops in the system. 
This spares space, lowers component costs and makes economical pumping of CO2 in re-
frigeration system possible. Many characteristics of CO2 are different from traditional re-
frigerants and heat transfer fluids, as discussed in chapter 2.1. This bears both advantages 
and challenges, which also depend a lot on CO2 and compared refrigeration system types, 
design and details. Some main challenges of CO2 refrigeration systems are high operation- 
and standstill pressures and typically a complex design compared to traditional systems. 
High pressures and low viscosity of CO2 increase leak potential, even though leak is less 
harmful to environment compared to some traditional refrigerants. CO2 systems demand 
some components suitable for high pressures and good leak proofness. (Emerson, 2016)    
 

 

4.3 Subcritical and transcritical systems    

CO2 refrigeration processes and systems can be divided into subcritical and transcritical 
types. Subcritical and transcritical refrigeration processes are presented in logp-h diagrams in 
figures 15 and 16, correspondingly. Subcritical refrigeration process happens entirely below 
CO2’s critical pressure. Consequently CO2 remains in gaseous state after compression, and 
rejects latent heat of condensing out of the refrigeration cycle via condenser. In transcritical 
process, CO2 is compressed into supercritical state. Heat rejection is made in a component 
called gas cooler, cooling supercritical CO2 in standard, supercritical pressure. Evaporation, 
expansion and compression happen partly or entirely in subcritical area also in transcritical 
systems. Subcritical cycle is used in lower temperature applications, freezers for example. 
Transcritical cycle is however practically needed for entire food retail shop solution, since 
efficient heat rejection often demands supercritical temperatures of CO2 in the heat rejection, 
especially in hot climates. If ambient air temperature is near or over CO2’s critical tempera-
ture, 31,1°C, heat rejection demands supercritical operation. Otherwise CO2 in gas cooler 
can’t be in high enough temperature, for heat to leave the refrigeration cycle to surroundings.   
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Figure 15. Subcritical CO2 refrigeration process in logp-h diagram. (Danfoss, 2013, pp.96)     

    

Figure 16. Transcritical CO2 refrigeration process in logp-h diagram. (Danfoss, 2013, pp.97)     
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Classic solution for refrigeration system capitalizing both subcritical and supercritical opera-
tion is a booster system, introduced later in this chapter. Booster system cools low tempera-
ture cooling targets (freezers for example) with subcritical cycles, and medium temperature 
cooling targets (just above 0°C refrigerator temperatures for example) with transcritical 
cycles. Booster system uses both cycles in the same refrigeration machinery, achieving 
benefits through integration. In figures 15 and 16 we can see, that subcritical process has a 
longer line of evaporation in enthalpy’s direction, providing more cooling power per kg of 
refrigerant. Subcritical process cannot however reject heat to very high temperature ambient 
air or other heat sink. Transcritical process starts expansion from higher temperature, result-
ing in smaller liquid content available for evaporation. This is because transcritical cycle is 
usually used in warm climates and weathers, where ambient temperature is high. Ambient air 
in high temperature cannot cool CO2 cooler than its temperature in gas cooler/condenser. 
Transcritical cycle is feasible for heat recovery arrangements, because CO2 can be com-
pressed into pretty high temperatures.   
 

 

4.4 CO2 Refrigeration system types    
 

4.4.1 Cascade system    

Two typical CO2 refrigeration system types are a cascade system and a booster system. 
Cascade system is presented in figure 17. In cascade system, CO2 circulates in the area of 
cooling targets in two temperature levels. In over 0°C fixtures CO2 is evaporated in some 
below 0°C temperature and corresponding pressure. CO2 is expanded into lower temperature 
and pressure for freezer temperature fixtures. Ratio of CO2 going to each temperature level 
evaporators is determined by cooling demand in each temperature level, and can be adjusted. 
CO2 goes from both temperature levels to a common condenser, in which heat is removed to 
a compression refrigeration cycle with traditional refrigerant, R134A for example. This cycle 
finally removes heat into the environment or heat recovery. One advantage is, that cascade 
system needs lower pressure level in order to get the heat out of the system, by arranging 
heat rejection via some traditional refrigerant cycle. With CO2 only this would have de-
manded transcritical operation. Normal cascade system works with subcritical process in all 
refrigerant cycles.    
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Figure 17. Principal diagram of CO2 cascade refrigeration system with two temperature 
levels. Common application in supermarket refrigeration. (Danfoss, 2013)     

 

4.4.2 Booster system    

CO2 booster refrigeration system is presented in figure 18. Liquid CO2 flows from flash 
tank to cooling fixtures of both temperature levels, MT (mid temperature, in a bit over 0°C) 
and LT (low temperature, freezer temperatures). Evaporation pressure and temperature is 
controlled with electronic expansion valves, ensuring suitable CO2 states in evaporators. For 
freezer fixtures, CO2 pressure and temperature are naturally dropped to lower level of these 
two. After evaporation, LT CO2 gas goes to LT compressors, which bring it to the same 
pressure level with CO2 gas coming from MT evaporation, and these CO2 gases get mixed 
to one fluid stream. After that, CO2 gases go to transcritical compression, bringing all CO2 
into the supercritical state. Next CO2 goes through oil separation phase. Now supercritical 
CO2 goes to gas cooler, rejecting heat out from the cycle into the ambient air heat sink or 
heat recovery. Finally CO2 flows through high pressure valve to the flash tank, and process 
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begins again. Booster refrigeration system uses only CO2 as refrigerant, but requires opera-
tion on high pressure levels.   

CO2 booster process is a combination of sub- and transcritical refrigeration cycles. Both can 
also be seen in associated process logp-h diagram, but with a common heat rejection process. 
Refrigerant going to MT fixtures goes through a transcritical refrigeration cycle, and refrig-
erant going to LT fixtures is compressed two times before flowing back to flash tank and 
being distributed again to fixtures at either temperature level.    

 

Figure 18. CO2 booster refrigeration system. (Hillphoenix Inc. 2016)     
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4.4.3 Advantages and disadvantages of CO2 cascade, booster 
and secondary cooling systems   

Some advantages and disadvantages of transcritical booster systems, cascade systems and 
secondary cooling systems with CO2 are presented in table 6. Achieved efficiencies depend 
in the climate and weather. Transcritical CO2 booster systems have even better efficiencies 
than refrigeration systems with HFC refrigerants in mild climates. In warm climates, cascade 
and HFC systems have usually better efficiencies than booster systems. In booster systems 
using only CO2 is an advantage, whereas cascade system utilizes two simple systems with 
different refrigerants. One refrigerant means one set of properties and refrigerant-related 
cautions for the entire system. In secondary systems, CO2 can be used as heat transfer fluid, 
so one fluid for all refrigeration and heat transfer is possible with indirect refrigeration sys-
tems too. Even though integrated system provides some benefits, possibility for a system 
fault in one cycle affecting the whole combined system can be seen as disadvantage in 
booster and cascade systems, even though good quality design and implementation can lower 
this risk into a very low level. Low viscosity of CO2 makes small pipe diameters and very 
low pumping power consumptions possible. In Emerson (2016, pp.13-20), need for special, 
low power pumps is seen as a disadvantage, assumingly for current lower availability and 
unfamiliarity to refrigeration engineers. While CO2 systems and such pumps are seen to 
further generalize in refrigeration systems (Danfoss, 2018A), abovementioned problems can 
be turn over with lower pumping electricity consumption and compact equipment sizes, 
which also might give an opportunity for economical production, if pump structure can be 
kept considerably simple.   

Table 6. Some advantages and disadvantages of transcritical booster systems, cascade 
systems and secondary cooling systems with CO2. (Emerson, 2016, pp.13-20)     
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5. Secondary cooling and indirect refrigeration systems  

 
5.1 Direct and indirect systems    

Compressor heat pump-based refrigeration systems can be of direct or indirect type. In direct 
systems, evaporator is straight connected or located to the space being cooled, and evaporat-
ing refrigerant extracts heat straight out from there. Condenser is correspondingly straight 
connected or located to the area where heat is rejected, outdoor air or water body for exam-
ple. Condensing refrigerant therefore rejects heat out from the refrigerant cycle, straight into 
this heat sink area. Basic idea and main components of direct refrigeration system are pre-
sented in figure 19.   

 
 
Figure 19. Basic idea and main components of direct refrigeration system. (Melinder et al, 
2015)    

Indirect systems use secondary fluids to transfer heat between evaporator and cooled space, 
and/or between condenser and heat rejection. This typically allows more compact arrange-
ment of refrigeration machinery and smaller refrigerant dose. Secondary fluid can be chosen 
specially based on a good heat transfer properties, without having to worry about phase 
change properties (except that heat transfer fluid stays in liquid form in applied tempera-
tures). Indirect systems are often used in systems with long piping demand to spaces being 
cooled or large amount of points where cooling is needed. Good examples of such systems 
are artificial ice rinks and large foodstuff refineries, respectively. (Melinder et al, 2015, 
pp.iii,1-7) Basic idea and main components of indirect refrigeration system are presented in 
figure 20.    
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Figure 20. Basic idea and main components of indirect refrigeration system. (Melinder et al, 
2015)    

 

5.2 Energy calculation basics   

Indirect refrigeration system with some nomenclature and temperature profiles is presented 
in figure 21. Refrigerant circulates in primary working fluid cycle, moving heat between 
secondary fluids from lower to higher temperature level with electricity-made work. Cooling 
is provided and heat is finally rejected in secondary fluid cycles. Secondary fluids can be 
brine or water-glycol mixtures for example. Refrigerant could be R134A or propane for 
example. Q2 (W) is the heat extracted from the cooling target, the desired cooling capacity. 
Q1 (W) is the heat rejected from the cycle, in dry cooler for example. Ec (W) is compressor 
work into the refrigerant, EP1 (W) and EP2 (W) are circulation pump works in secondary 
fluid cycles. Q1 must include Q2 and heat resulted from compressor and circulation pump 
works. (Assuming that heat and work is exchanged only in aforementioned points between 
the system and its surroundings. Piping in secondary fluid 1 side could well be left without 
insulation in real life indirect refrigeration systems, causing some advantageous extra heat 
rejection to surroundings, for example)  t1 (°C) and t2 (°C ) are condensing and evaporating 
temperatures, correspondingly. tHSink (°C) is heat sink temperature and tHSource (°C) is heat 
source temperature. Heat sink could be outdoor air, and heat source supermarket refrigera-
tion fixtures, for example. Heat sink and source temperatures are shown to change slightly in 
heat exchange process. This description applies with for example arrangements with counter 
current heat exchangers holding some dynamic, but limited fluid volume at the time. Fluid 
enters the heat exchanger, and cools or heats slightly before leaving the heat exchange. If we 
increase mass flow, temperature change is smaller for same heat exchange power, and vice 
versa. θ1 (°C) is the temperature difference between condenser and heat sink temperatures. 
θ2 (°C) is the temperature difference between evaporator and heat source temperatures. 
ΔtSF1 (°C) is the difference in secondary fluid 1’s highest and lowest temperatures during the 
circulation. ΔtSF2 (°C) is the difference in secondary fluid 2’s highest and lowest tempera-
tures during the circulation. In design’s point of view, aforementioned temperature differ-
ences should be big enough for achieving sufficient pinch points in all heat exchangers. 
Larger temperature difference transfers more heat per mass flow. On the other hand, small 
temperature differences can be compensated with bigger mass flows, if feasible and pumping 
costs remain manageable. Successful design in this subject can be seen a combination of 
suitable temperature difference and mass flow, resulting in desired power of heat exchange. 
This aspect was important in our project’s design in terms of determining an efficient, well 
available and controllable values for all heat exchangers and fluids.   
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Figure 21. Indirect refrigeration system with some nomenclature and temperature pro-
files. (Melinder et al. 2015)    

 

5.3 Artificial ice rink   

One remarkable indirect cooling system application is an artificial ice rink. It is a good ex-
ample of using indirect cooling in applications, where large area of heat exchange is needed, 
and implementation with a vast evaporator solution would not be practical and/or economi-
cal. Flow diagram of an artificial ice rink’s secondary coolant side is presented in figure 22. 
Heat transfer fluid is pumped through secondary coolant side of the compression refrigera-
tion cycle’s evaporator, where it is cooled. Cooled heat transfer fluid goes then under the ice, 
absorbing heat from it and therefore cooling the ice. Then heat transfer fluid continues to 
circulation pump and the cycle starts again. In ice rink application, so called heat exchanger 
for cooling supply is large and has a lot surface area, the entire ice field. Ice rink temperature 
should be as even as possible. For good quality ice it is important to get even group of paral-
lel cooling tubes under the ice, covering the whole ice area. (Melinder et al, 2015, pp.1-23)    
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Figure 22. Flow diagram of an artificial ice rink’s secondary coolant side. (Melinder et al. 
2015, p.7)     

 

5.4 Pressure drops in indirect systems   

Suitable pressure drops are important for performance and operation of indirect refrigeration 
systems. Indirect systems are used in many applications with long piping or numerous cool-
ing targets (Melinder et al, 2015, p.iii). Long piping and many cooling targets may set some 
challenges for keeping pressure drops in well working and economical level. Pressure drops 
can be calculated separately for piping and components, and this approach was applied in our 
project’s design, introduced in more detail in chapter 6.10. In closed system, only the flow 
resistance of heat transfer fluid has to be overcome by the pumping work (Melinder et al, 
2015, p.89). Energy needed for lifting fluid in raising pipes is balanced by descending fluid 
in the system. Since loop is closed, net lift of fluid must be 0. (ITT Water & Wastewater 
Suomi Oy, n.d.)    

Pressure drop of a pipeline, Δp (Pa) can be calculated from equation 4. Equation 4 is intro-
duced in for example Kotiaho et al. (2004, p.56). Pressure drop is proportional to length of 
pipe L (m), density of fluid ρ (kg/m^3) and flow’s friction coefficient λ (λ is “virtauksen 
kitkakerroin” in Finnish in Kotiaho et al. (2004)). λ is calculated or obtained differently for 
laminar and turbulent flows. Pressure drop is inversely proportional to pipe diameter D (m). 
What should be noted, is that pressure drop is proportional to flow velocity’s v (m/s) square. 
With higher flow velocities, pressure drops can increase fast. What is further notable, is that 
flow velocities can be lowered easily by choosing a larger pipe diameter. In our calculations 
it was seen, that change to even a one size larger pipe diameter made a great relief in ex-
pected pressure drop with given cooling power. Simply decreasing heat transfer fluid mass 
flows also decreases flow velocities, but this would then have to be compensated by larger 
temperature changes in all heat exchangers for the same cooling power.    
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            (4)    

Local pressure losses can be calculated with equation 5. This equation and many examples 
for local pressure coefficients ξ can be found from Kotiaho et al (2004, pp.57-60).  Local 
pressure losses result for example in pipe curves and inlets and outlets from a pipe to a large 
fluid body, in buffer tank for example. Also all pipe diameter changes generate some pres-
sure losses, even though typically very small, even neglectible for practical calculations.   

               (5)    
Reynolds number is often used dimensionless number in flow calculations. In our project, it 
was utilized to calculate whether pipe flow is laminar or turbulent, and to calculate λ or read 
it from the charts. Reynolds number for pipe flow can be calculated with equation 6, where v 
(m/s) is flow velocity, D (m) is pipe diameter, ρ (kg/m^3) is fluid density, μ (Pa*s) is dynam-
ic viscosity of fluid and ν (m^2/s) is kinematic viscosity of fluid. Reynolds number has some 
different definitions for different geometries, for example flat plate has different definition 
than pipe flow. (Cohen et al. 2010)    

                         (6)    
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6. Design of an indirect refrigeration system for laborato-
ry testing    
In this chapter we report, how we designed some new laboratory facilities in Viessmann’s 
R&D laboratory testing refrigeration products. System installation and commissioning were 
a large part of the project, which will be described and commented on chapter 7. In engi-
neer’s perspective, associated problem solving offered highly educational experiences. 
Learning about refrigeration technology and viewing some relevant literature was done 
throughout the project, especially in the first couple of months. Laboratory was located in the 
city of Porvoo, Southern Finland. My commission was broad-minded in the beginning, and 
became more precise during first months of working. Finally after a fair month, we decided 
the official goals for our project. Priorities of our project, introduced already in chapter 1.3, 
are listed in table 7. Some minor changes and the entire priority number 2 were booked in as 
late as August. Our workflow with this project and master’s thesis consisted of multiple 
phases, collected on appendix 3. Working was versatile and classification in appendix 3 is 
not very precise on single day level. Many days included for example 4h of system- and 
concept design, and rest of the day was spent on 4 times short 0,5-1,5h tasks of other phases. 
Classification of tasks is not also exact all times, fetching and learning to use equations for 
excel calculations for example can be seen as studying refrigeration, especially when some 
background knowledge and supplementary information is often examined at the same time. 
Appendix 3 can however be seen as fairly accurate for viewing total time spent on each 
working phase and approximate periods and order of working phases.   

Table 7. Priorities of our laboratory development project.    

   
Studying refrigeration began soon after my employment began, and was continuous for a 
couple of months; alongside with other more project focused tasks. After around week 22 
focus was more shifted to design tasks and calculations of the project. Studying was done 
every now and then in later weeks too, since demand for learning about refrigeration theory 
and technology came up sometimes. Many literature sources were found, mostly on internet. 
I used Scopus and Google Scholar most of the time, or simply Google search to reach some 
company’s websites in refrigeration branch for example. There were a few main sources 
which proved themselves valuable, in which I made systematic studying from throughout the 
project. Most important of those were Danfoss (2013), Hakala et al. (2013), Laitinen et al. 
(2016), Melinder et al. (2015) and Siemens (2017). In principle we can say, that more de-
tailed questions we got during the project, more important the discussions with experienced 
coworkers and/or manufacturer or selling party became, since small details were experienced 
to be hard to find in scientific publications, especially with given, special case.    

Design of the refrigeration system can be divided into two categories, system- and concept 
design and detailed design and component design- and considerations. System- and concept 
design was mainly done earlier, but had to be reconsidered few times when changes or new 
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information appeared. Main reconsideration on later stage was adding fourth cooling target, 
cooling for various testing in K-building hall to the system plans. Installation had already 
started, which ruled some design chances practically out. A good solution was still discov-
ered, to install fourth cooling target piping in parallel with two other, already planned cool-
ing pipelines. Other first planned option would have been to do installation parallel with two 
heat exchangers, into same main pipeline (see appendix 4). This would however have dis-
turbed testing with products with integrated heat transfer fluid circulation pump, since suc-
tion would have happened though already installed pump, or demanded installation of 
optional pass-by.   

Detailed design included a lot of component considerations, applicability research and prac-
tical problem solving. System was to be installed, so there was no room for leaving any 
design into a theoretical level, if some questions came up. Heat transfer fluid selection is a 
good example of this. In theoretical calculations we would have not needed to change the 
heat transfer fluid to propylene glycol-water mixture because of ethylene glycol’s health 
hazards. We would have just reminded in the end of calculations, that toxicity causes some 
restrictions to use in some applications. Here we had to change the heat transfer fluid, check 
the proper frost protection because it was lowered a bit because of the change and change 
some values to calculations, taking changes into account. It was noticed to be very important 
for a good result, that any encountered critical issues were solved comprehensively before 
continuing the design. All design work was more or less connected, and many detailed issues 
lead to work with concept design, and vice versa.   

Design phase was known to be important for projects success, schedules and costs. After 
certain procurements and installing works were done, changes to design were expected and 
seen to be harder and possibly increase costs and demand time. Some useful literature about 
this phenomenon can be found for example with key word “cost influence curve” with online 
scientific search tools. Timing of accumulated costs, abilities to influence on costs and use of 
resources during a project are presented in figure 23. Figure 23 can be seen to represent a 
typical way that aforementioned aspects are realized in projects involving presented phases, 
such as design and construction. According to gained experience, figure 23 pretty was valid 
for our indirect refrigeration project too. Cost of working hours was without a doubt the 
biggest expense in our project. I would estimate that cost structure was more working hour-
concentrated than in an average project modeled by figure 23. Time of high or semi-high 
resource use was however longer than in figure 23’s model, because installing took a long 
time.    
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Figure 23. Timing of accumulated costs, abilities to influence on costs and use of resources 
during a project. (University of Toledo, 2018)    

 

6.1 System- and concept design    

System- and concept design started with project introduction. First I got to see some prelimi-
nary drawings about the wanted system, and got to see the facilities, where system was going 
to be installed to. There was some equipment already reserved for the installation, Vitocal 
300-G heat pump and Wikora WKS 305 buffer tank for example. I examined their technical 
manuals, and studied briefly more detailed operation principles and compatibilities, to get a 
good image on how the design should be.   

Most important drawings about our project’s refrigeration system are collected in Appendix-
es 4, 5 and 6. Appendix 4 shows the main drawing and a flow diagram of the system. It was 
used as the instruction for our projects installers and electricians, and will be the most im-
portant updated drawing about the system in the future. Since the document is used for in-
stalling, some parts of it are in Finnish, and this feature is maintained in appendix 4-6 to 
show the newest drawing in its original form. Appendix 5 shows state points used in Excel-
calculations. Components are shown in appendix 6. Appendix 4 accompanied with state 
point and component numbers could have delivered all aforementioned information in a 
single drawing, but I believe that specialized drawings are more efficient in their specific 
purposes.   
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CAD-modeling of system was made in a single LibreCAD drawing utilizing different layers. 
Layers allowed us to view and print different set of active layers in one picture, producing 
prints for different purposes. Most important drawings for daily work were the main drawing 
for planning and installers and the one showing state points for design and calculations.   

There were two main design tools I used for the entire project, versatile Excel calculations 
and modeling of the project’s refrigeration system in LibreCAD. Excel was chosen because 
of its already well known performance capabilities and table-features. LibreCAD was select-
ed among accessible 2D CAD-softwares. LibreCAD is a free open source CAD-program, 
kept up by a dedicated community. Since program is freely available, program can be ac-
cessed anywhere, without company license. Viessmann has Vertex Systems commercial and 
very versatile programs, but LibreCAD was seen sufficient for simple 2D modeling. Quick 
search gave a simple and comprehensive image of LibreCAD, which was proven right in this 
project according to my user experience.   

Many other programs were used throughout the project for various shorter tasks. SWEP SSP 
was used for design of heat exchangers, and picking the right ones for the project from the 
supplier. SWEP SSP includes also a highly useful fluid property calculator, which was used 
to fetch properties of different water-glycol mixtures under various circumstances. Unilab 
Coils was for a special task of heat exchanger design for CO2 air cooling. This task is intro-
duced in more detail in chapter 6.4. Vertex G4 and Vertex Flow were used in the same task 
for modeling the heat exchanger in detail and giving the evaporator-product factory the 
demanded documents for production.   
 
Our project’s refrigeration system is designed to operate in certain pressure levels. A con-
stant pressurization relative to atmosphere has to be maintained all the time, for example to 
prevent air entering the system by time. Otherwise pressures should stay somewhat low; 
under 3 bar-g that will open safety valves in each piping. Pressurization is not needed in 
secondary cooling circles, but some pressure variation has to be allowed, so that normal 
temperature changes in the system are allowed. Original Finnish document placed in the 
refrigeration plant’s info wall for heights, pressure levels and operation of the system can 
be found in appendix 10.    

Four cooling targets in a various locations set some restrictions on the suitable system 
layout. Centralized cold production and storage with Vitocal 300-G heat pump and Wikora 
buffer tank were a clear choice. Another thing to decide was the distribution of cold heat 
transfer fluid to cooling targets. Both pumping arrangement and piping layout were to 
decide. Arrangement with many smaller pumps in main circle was chosen, because of a 
chance to use only demanded amount of pumping power and electricity, and because this 
way additional control valves were not needed for flow adjustment. Another choice could 
have been to use a single pump with good power controllability in main circle and valves 
to adjust the wanted flow to each branch. For testing of products with an own pump, a 
separate line could have been introduced. Pump lift height could be then adjusted to match 
the overall consumption. This choice could have potentially lowered the amount of circula-
tion pumps in the system from current 5 to 3. Overall results can be seen to be good with 
the selected arrangement. Cold supply could have also been arranged with a main pipe 
going around the technical room, even though this was not yet investigated with this small 
amount of cooling targets.    
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6.2 Operating modes    

Our project’s refrigeration system was planned to operate on several different modes, which 
are presented in table 8. The most common mode of use will be mode 1, cooling to EN-
LAB1 testing and air. Cooling for various testing in K-hall is an alternative option for cool-
ing to EN-LAB1 cabins. These two modes are designed not to be used at the same time, even 
though at small cooling loads it is technically fully possible. In mode 1 CO2 circle is passed 
with closing valves. When there is a hot weather and cooling to CO2 system is needed, two 
other operation modes are also possible. In these modes main circle to EN-LAB1 testing is 
closed with valves, and heat transfer fluid is circulated in the double HE-circle. Cooling is 
supplied to CO2 system, and also to EN-LAB1 air cooling if needed. EN-LAB1 circle can be 
also closed with valves, if for example weather is really hot and all cooling capacity is re-
served for CO2 cooling. One Vitocal 300-G can supply no more than 14kW of cooling 
power, which rules out the option of simultaneous operation of all four or potentially even 
three cooling targets, or cold supply to EN-LAB1 testing and CO2 with full designed cooling 
power. Simultaneous operation of even all four cooling targets is however technically fully 
possible with moderate and small cooling loads, especially when efficient system operation 
is well learned.    

Table 8. Planned operating modes of our project’s refrigeration system.   

     

All in all the system is multifunctional and its configuration theoretically enables very many 
different operating modes, even though it is specifically designed for a few purposes. Multi-
functional operation with low or moderate cooling loads is expected to have good process 
controllability. Major limiting features are Vitocal 300-G’s cooling power and piping made 
for certain volumetric flows. System is designed to use with propylene glycol-water mix-
tures, but the concentration can be changed with a moderate effort.   

 

6.3 Cooling for the CO2 system    

Current CO2 system was designed for food retail refrigeration, and had two high pressure 
compressors, with frequency control in only one of them. This is a standard and working 
arrangement in such applications. Laboratory testing however, demands considerably even 
cold supply temperatures for accurate and well verifiable results. In warm weather second 
compressor goes on, and since frequency control does not allow sufficient partial loads, cold 
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supply temperature varies for a moment. This would not be a problem in terms of refrigera-
tion, but is undesirable during testing for aforementioned reasons.   

Various CO2 cooling solutions were examined and compared. Indirect cooling with heat 
exchangers was selected for implementation. Vitocal 300-G heat pump provides the cooling 
to propylene glycol-water heat transfer fluid. This cooling is transferred to another propylene 
glycol-water heat transfer fluid in plate heat exchanger. This fluid finally cools outdoor air 
going to CO2 system’s condenser/gas cooler unit, helping CO2 system to operate better in 
warm weather conditions. This arrangement supplies cold with many serial heat exchange 
events, which lowers the overall efficiency. One restriction of this arrangement is also, that 
cooling capacity will be enough only, when outdoor temperature is just a few °C higher than 
allowed for successful operation before the arrangement. Reason to this will be shown in 
more detail in chapter 6.9. However, this case was expected to cover most of the warm days, 
currently setting challenges for CO2 system. In task handout it was requested, that solution 
should not demand modifications to current CO2 system, or demand for example opening of 
CO2 piping. This aspect was met with selected arrangement very well. Other strengths were 
good compatibility with the whole indirect cooling system and well known technology. 
Reliable and well known solution with moderate effectiveness was priorized over more 
effective, but potentially troublesome one.   

A couple of other solutions were considered in CO2 cooling concept design phase. Equip-
ping also another compressor with frequency converter, and this way improving the process 
controllability could have possibly been a precise solution, but it was ruled out for some 
practical reasons. This solution with its possible effectiveness and challenges was not further 
studied. I saw pretty good potential in this option, and would like to study compressor con-
trolling techniques closer in the future, but for now efforts were focused in the selected 
solution and making the most of it.   

Potential of cooling with well positioned and shaped ice batch was also calculated. Table 9 
shows values of ice cooling calculations and the theoretical maximum cooling power with 
given cooling time, which corresponds to melting time of one ice batch. A solid ice batch 
still properly fitting under the CO2 condenser/gas cooler unit, has a theoretical maximum 
cooling capacity of around 310MJ, allowing constant cooling power of 8,6kW for 10 hours. 
Latent heat of melting is considered in calculations. Sensible heat from cold water is exclud-
ed in calculations, because water is expected to flow away and not be able to significantly 
cool the air flow going to the aforementioned unit. Cooling time of at least 8 hours should be 
considered, if one batch is expected to provide cooling for the entire warm summer day.   
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Table 9. Values of ice cooling calculations and theoretical maximum cooling power with 
given cooling time.     

     

 
Ice would have been placed under the CO2 condenser/gas cooler unit, in restricted space. Ice 
geometry should enable a large surface area to be in contact with air, and constant air flow 
would increase the melting pace compared to ice located in still or quite a still air. A solid ice 
block would most likely melt and release cold to air too slowly, so ice would have to be 
introduced to the air flow in slices or some other geometry allowing more contact to get the 
desired cooling power. Some air-regulating plates would have been installed to enhance the 
contact with ice. Snow could have been used instead of ice due to its perhaps better availabil-
ity, but this would have decreased the cooling potential available in space under the conden-
ser/gas cooler unit. Good sides of ice cooling solution would have been the possibility of 
simple installation and an easy switch between active summer mode and the inactive mode 
during the rest of the year. For example with heat transfer fluid-based cooling, fluid has to be 
circulated every now and then to keep the circle in a good shape, and some other mainte-
nance must be sometimes done as well.   

From table 9 can be seen, that around 1m^3 of ice has just the needed amount of cooling 
energy in it, but no more than that. In reality, it would be hard to utilize the cooling energy of 
the ice efficiently enough, so that clearly more than 1m^3 of ice would not be needed. For 
practical reasons, this option was ruled out pretty soon. Constant need for heavy ice supply 
and availability of suitable ice would have been challenges, and there was not a known, 
practical arrangement in which we could control the melting pace of ice and therefore adjust 
the desired cooling power. All in all, practical implementation would still have needed a lot 
of work and the possible result was not seen worth investigating further at the time.   
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6.4 Heat exchanger to CO2 system    

Selected solution demanded a suitable heat exchanger to be placed under CO2 systems’ 
condenser/gas cooler unit. Heat exchangers task is to cool air before it enters the unit during 
warm weather, improving the CO2 process and its controllability. Heat exchanger was de-
cided to be manufactured in Viessmann’s local evaporator factory in Porvoo. Heat exchanger 
was designed by me and my advisor, I did the drawing in Vertex G4 and an experienced 
designer made the last editions and ordered the manufacturing.   

Two different phases can be seen in design and modeling of the heat exchanger. First, suita-
ble heat exchanger thermodynamical performance and geometry were calculated with Excel 
and Unilab Coils-program. Most equations used in calculations are introduced in theory of 
heat exchangers in refrigeration systems and humid air calculations, chapters 2.2 and 6.9. 
Second, suitable documents had to be created in Vertex, for our factory to be able to deliver 
the heat exchanger. Manufacturing based on PDF printed from Unilab Coils was not enough 
to allow production.   

Heat exchanger was produced successfully and it was turned out to fit its installation area 
perfectly. Pictures of produced heat exchanger from two directions are presented in figure 
24.   

   

Figure 24. Pictures of produced heat exchanger from two directions. Picture is printed out 
from Vertex G4 program.    

 

6.5 Cooling powers and temperature levels    

First, I determined some key operating values for our project’s refrigeration system. Cooling 
power, temperature and temperature difference values are collected in table 10. Powers are 
evaluated mostly based on the task handout, what was the requested cooling power for each 
cooling target. Peak cooling powers were requested roughly as 10kW for EN-LAB1 testing 
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(or alternatively for various testing in K-hall), 5kW for EN-LAB1 air cooling and 10kW for 
CO2 summertime cooling. Both largest peak capacity and maximum average capacity for 
continuous operation were given. Desired temperature levels for EN-LAB1 testing were 
specified around -5°C, and after discussions 5°C was estimated as an appropriate tempera-
ture difference over the EN-LAB1 cooling fixture’s sensible heat exchanger. These tempera-
ture levels were used for EN-LAB1 air cooling too, since good suitability for an application 
was noted and this resulted in some design advances, for example simplicity of system. 
Since CO2 cooling heat exchanger was put in series after EN-LAB1 air cooling heat ex-
changer in our arrangement, temperature levels of heat exchange were expected to be a bit 
higher. Cooling medium was also calculated to give more, about 10°C of its sensible heat 
away in CO2 heat exchanger, demanding smaller mass flow for the same cooling power.   

Table 10. Cooling power, temperature and temperature difference values of our project’s 
refrigeration system. Values given for each of the four cooling targets. (Same supply to EN-
LAB1 and K-hall)     

     

Temperature differences and therefore also cooling powers are naturally different depending 
on the use of the system. If cooling begins with cooling target in ambient temperature, dif-
ference between cold heat transfer fluid and fluid being cooled is large, and heat transfer 
fluid’s temperature change will be also larger over the sensible heat exchanger. This leads 
naturally to a larger cooling power. When desired temperature is achieved in the cooling 
target, heat losses to environment determine how much cooling power is needed to keep the 
temperature low. In our project’s refrigeration system, Vitocal 300-G heat pump’s cooling 
power decides how quick desired cooling temperatures can be reached, and how big total 
losses (W) in cooling targets can be compensated by cooling. Temperature differences in 
table 10 are a lot more than required for almost steady state operation with typically tested 
products, when cooling target’s cold temperature is maintained. Cooling targets are kept in 
around between -6 and +5°C depending on the tested product. This is a good thing, it helps 
us achieve test temperatures quickly, gives us some overcapacity to test products with a high 
cooling demand, we achieve suitable compressor cycles (avoid short cycling) and we can 
utilize our huge, 300L buffer tank longer before Vitocal has to start charging it.    
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6.6 Refrigeration machinery performance    

After cooling target values, I calculated demanded values for refrigeration machinery per-
formance. Cooling power, hot fluid side heating power and electric power consumption of 
our project’s refrigeration system are presented in table 11. Vitocal 300-G is supplying the 
cold, so values correspond to its duties. Maximum design cooling powers were calculated as 
simultaneous cooling of EN-LAB1 testing and EN-LAB1 air, both average and peak. Energy 
efficiency ratio (EER) for Vitocal 300-G in operation was assumed to be 3. With EER and 
cooling powers, demanded electric power was calculated. Vitocal’s compressor was assumed 
to add heat to refrigerant with ratio of 0,5 compared to total compressor work. This is a 
conservative assumption, rather exaggerating needless, but mandatory heat power added to 
the refrigeration cycle from compression. With this ratio we calculated heating powers to hot 
side fluid of Vitocal 300-G. More heat has to be removed than the cooling power, because 
compression unintentionally adds some heat to refrigeration the cycle, which also has to be 
removed, eventually in outdoor air in our system’s case.    

Table 11. Cooling power, hot side fluid heating power and electric power consumption of 
our project’s refrigeration system. Values calculated for Vitocal 300-G heat pump based on 
table 10 information and additional knowledge of our system.    

     

 

6.7 Specifying heat transfer fluid properties   

Properties of used propylene glycol-water mixtures had to be specified in the beginning of 
our Excel calculations. Propylene glycol contents of 30-50% depending on piping were 
chosen in concept design phase due to co-worker’s recommendations and properties present-
ed on appendix 2. We used 3 sources in defining and double checking the used values. Our 
propylene glycol mixtures were made of water and Antifrogen L 100% propylene glycol, 
and manufacturer’s product documents were the first place we fetched values from (Clariant 
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International Ltd, 2014). All values were checked also with SWEP SSP Fluid property calcu-
lator (SWEP, 2019A). Engineering Toolbox was sometimes also used, if additional way of 
value presentation was wanted or two first mentioned did not offer us a double check possi-
bility (Engineering ToolBox, 2001). Properties of 30% and 50% propylene glycol-water 
mixtures are presented in table 12.   

Table 12. Properties of 30% and 50% propylene glycol-water mixtures.    

   
Properties were clearly dependent on temperature and propylene glycol content, which had 
to be taken into account. Viscosity of propylene glycol-water mixtures raises quick when 
temperature decreases, and acceptable viscosity had to be specified in the lowest possible 
operation temperature. We considered it as -10°C, a couple degrees colder than what Vitocal 
300-G will supply in coldest in our refrigeration system. Heat transfer fluid temperature can 
go below -10°C in wintertime with two pipings going outside, if system is not used for a 
while, because of heat transfer with cold outdoor air. In such case, operation must be started 
with a small heat transfer fluid mass flow, and raised to intended mass flow after higher 
temperature – and therefore an acceptable viscosity is achieved. Freezing in 50% mixture 
will start in around -32°C, but first a slush ice, with no bursting effect due to incompressibil-
ity is formed. According to Antifrogen L product sheet, around -50°C is demanded for a 
bursting effect with 50% mixture (Clariant International Ltd, 2014).   

Density of propylene glycol is slightly higher than water’s, and a mixture density is raised a 
bit with increasing propylene glycol content. Specific heat capacity of propylene glycol is 
lower than water’s, so it is lowered in mixture with increasing propylene glycol content. All 
in all density and specific heat capacity were assumed constant, because of fairly small 
changes along the designed temperature interval. Viscosity cannot be assumed constant, but 
was calculated in worst case scenario during refrigeration system operation. Possibility of 
even colder – and worse conditions according to viscosity was acknowledged, and system’s 
safe and practical return to acceptable operating conditions was noted to be manageable, by 
above mentioned means.    

 

6.8 Refrigeration system state point calculations    

After our project’s refrigeration system layout drawings proceeded in LibreCAD, we started 
to define state points to heat transfer fluids for process calculation. After some time, final 
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state points were specified. Selected properties of state points 1 – 19 during maximum de-
signed cooling loads are shown in appendix 7. State point locations are shown in appendix 
5’s state point drawing. No state points were specified for various testing piping in K-hall, 
but wanted maximum cooling powers and flow rates are smaller than what is reserved for the 
primary alternative, EN-LAB1 cabin cooling. Calculations were ready when K-hall cooling 
option was ordered, and calculations with state points 3 and 4 were enough to assure that 
capacity and designed performance are more than enough for this option too.   

Mass flows needed for cooling supply were calculated from equation 1. We have a certain 
cooling power demands, heat transfer fluids thermodynamical properties and estimated 
available temperature differences, which determine suitable mass flows. Temperatures were 
taken from table 10 or concluded based on them and suitable temperature levels and differ-
ences. For example it was estimated, that in hot summer day heat transfer fluid has to flow 
through the dry cooler in at least 40 – 47°C, to be able to dump heat to ambient, possibly 
even 32°C air, with fair margins considered. Pipe inner diameter was selected as 25,6mm in 
almost all piping, which is speculated more in chapter 6.10. Pipe lengths were evaluated 
based on our LibreCAD drawing and knowledge of the installation location. Even though 
state point refers to a specified spot, in piping length all areas of piping were classified to lie 
on some state point’s area, so that all piping was covered. This approach proved to be quite 
suitable for our calculations. Pipe volumes are calculated based on pipe dimensions and 
lengths.   
Appendix 7 had to be constantly updated as choices were made and details changed. For 
example, initial plan was to use ethylene glycol-based water solution as heat transfer fluid in 
two circles going outside. This was changed to propylene glycol-based water solution, be-
cause of health and safety aspects. This changed heat transfer fluid’s thermodynamical prop-
erties, and updates had to be made. Heat transfer fluid pressures are not specified in 
calculations, since there was no need for pressurization for cooling process purposes. Pres-
sure levels in the system were generally set as low as possible, but high enough to prevent 
cavitation in circulation pumps. State points 14 and 15 were outside our system, and only 
crucial thing we needed to calculate was the supplied cooling power in plate heat exchanger.  

A sight glass can be installed to some pipeline when system is anyway emptied from liquid, 
to add a way of examining the system, air venting efficiency and heat transfer fluid condi-
tion. This can be updated to the appendix 7, and drawing in the technical room should then 
also be updated to the newest one. Sight glass can also be used to verify state points, for 
example installation to cold outlet pipe from Vitocal would allow us to confirm, that even at 
the coldest point of the main circle slush ice is not formed and heat transfer fluid is kept in a 
fully liquid state.   

State point 9 is the mixing pipe for temperature control system. For laboratory testing re-
quirements, cooling must be supplied to EN-LAB1’s tested cabins in constant, controllable 
temperature. Without temperature control system, heat transfer fluid to testing would be 
cold, but not in constant temperature. For example variation between -5 – -8°C would show 
up. Therefore some returning, warmer fluid is let back through state point 9 pipe into cooling 
supply in small, just right amount to give us steady cooling supply temperature. Supply 
temperature is measured by temperature sensor included in the system, and controlled by 
adequate opening status of the mixing valve. In appendix 7, amount of maximum return is 
specified by maximum mixing ratio. Value is based on an educated guess, performed in 
conservative manner. Also some values for energy calculations about CO2 refrigeration 
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system are shown. State points 18 and 19 are before and after the condenser/gas cooler unit, 
correspondingly. 25kW is a typical operating value for our CO2 system, and based on that 
and state points, approximate mass flow for CO2 in the system with aforementioned load 
was calculated. Implemented CO2 cooling process was planned and calculated specifically 
based on air properties introduced in next chapter. Values from the actual CO2 system were 
examined for early stage of design and to get familiar with the process and its dynamics.   

 

6.9 Humid air calculations for CO2 system cooling   

Some moist air state points were calculated while designing the air cooling plate heat ex-
changer under the CO2 systems condenser/gas cooler. Values for all air state points and 
specific values for air state points 20 – 22 are shown in appendix 7. Air state points were 
inspected from Mollier diagram of humid air, which proved to be very handy for examina-
tion of air cooling processes (Kotiaho et al. 2004, pp.40-42). In Excel calculations we how-
ever needed numerical equations, to be able to check numbers with various conditions quick 
and accurately. Used equations are introduced in this chapter. Flow area is based on the 
condensers/gas coolers dimensions. Flow velocity was estimated in a conservative way from 
manufacturer’s charts, discussions with colleagues and quick measurements with air velocity 
metering device. Based on these, maximum air volumetric flow was calculated.   

Temperature and relative humidity of air were taken as design parameters. Absolute humidi-
ty, specific enthalpy, vapor pressures and dew point can all be calculated with these values. 
We used selected equations from Lampinen (2015, pp.1-8). Vapor pressure of saturated 
moist air in air’s temperature, p’v (T) (Pa) was calculated from equation 7. p0 (Pa) is the 
ambient air pressure, 100000Pa was used in our calculations. Vapor pressure of moist air, 
pv (Pa) was calculated from equation 8. RH is relative humidity of air, and it is between 0 for 
absolutely dry and 1 for completely saturated moist air, correspondingly. Vapor pressures 
were calculated, because they were needed for accurate calculations of air’s moisture con-
tent, specific enthalpy and dew point temperature. Otherwise we were not specifically inter-
ested in these values.    

    (7)   

       (8)   

Absolute moisture content of air, x (kgv/kgda) was calculated from equation 9. It is im-
portant for us to know, how much water vapor air includes, since possible condensation and 
evaporation in our systems custom made heat exchanger can impact the effectiveness of 
CO2’s air cooling significantly. Mv (kg/mol) is molar mass of water and Mda (kg/mol) is 
molar mass of dry air. pda (Pa) is partial pressure of dry air in moist air. p (Pa) is the pressure 
applying to moist air we are interested of, ambient pressure p0 is naturally used in these 
calculations.    
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      (9)    

Specific enthalpy of moist air, h (J/kg) was calculated from equation 10. cpda (J/kgK) and 
cpv (J/kgK) are specific heat capacities of dry air and water vapor, correspondingly. L (J/kg) 
is the latent heat of water’s evaporation.    

     (10)   

In addition, we wanted to check the dew point temperature of air state points. For this, we 
derived equation 11 starting from equation 7 as follows: In dew point temperature T (K), our 
vapor pressure is and equals saturated vapor pressure. Therefore we can substitute p’v  with 
pv. Then we arrange terms and take an e-based logarithm. From this new equation we can 
solve T, which is presented in equation 11. We used dew points to evaluate the cooling 
power spent to condensing of air’s moisture at various weather conditions.   

      (11)   

Air state points 20 – 22 are presented in appendix 7. State points are shown for a scenario, 
where air is cooled from 30°C to 27°C, which presents a very hot summer day in Finland. 
Maximum absolute humidity of air what our system should be designed to encounter was 
discussed to be around 0,012 kgv/kgda, which corresponds to 25°C air with 60% relative 
humidity. Cooling leads inherently to condensing of water vapor into heat exchanger surfac-
es, because they are colder than air’s dew point. Therefore some of the cooling power goes 
for drying of air, and air’s absolute humidity is lowered in the cooling process. Relative 
humidity will increase even though, because cooler air can contain less humidity. As de-
scribed in this chapter, enthalpies, absolute moisture contents, dew points and vapor pres-
sures of air state points are determined by temperature and relative humidity. Air maximum 
mass flow is calculated based on air’s maximum volumetric flow and expected density. Mass 
flow has to be the same as which is currently going through the CO2 condenser/gas cooler 
unit in a hot summer day, because in our arrangement naturally the same air mass flow has to 
travel through our custom made air cooler heat exchanger too.   

Air’s enthalpy change and cooling power demand for 30°C to 27°C scenario is presented in 
appendix 7. We can see, that air cooling by three °C would demand more cooling power than 
our system can supply with its Vitocal 300-G heat pump. We ran calculations with many 
different circumstances in Excel, and got a picture, that air can be reliably cooled by about 
two °C with full cooling power of our project’s refrigeration system. When additional air 
cooling is needed for big CO2 system to function desirably (see chapter 6.3), CO2 conden-
ser/gas cooler’s fan is already blowing with full speed. This means, that cooling has to be 
enhanced by air cooling, because air flow cannot be increased anymore.   
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When Air cooling is started with our air cooling plate heat exchanger, it can cool air by 
abovementioned two °C. If only 1 °C is needed for big CO2 systems desirable operation, we 
only need cooling supply of around 5,17kW, as can be seen from appendix 7. If ambient air 
temperature rises further, our air cooling plate heat exchanger can increase power up to 
around 13-14kW, which is enough when air a bit over 2°C hotter that desirable for big CO2 
system. If this is exceeded, cooling would demand more than its capacity from our system, 
and big CO2 system begins to experience problems even if air cooling was applied with full 
power. When assessing our cooling solutions effectiveness to initial problem with our big 
CO2 system, we can say that it will help the situation. Secondly, cooling capacity is enough 
if ambient air is two °C or less too hot. After that, our solution will lose its effectiveness and 
with for example over three °C too hot air, it will not help at all. With air over around 31°C, 
all cooling load falls on our projects secondary cooling system, since air cannot cool subcrit-
ical CO2 anymore without additional air cooling. Big CO2 systems second compressor will 
go on and problems are met. Taking sufficient pinch points into account, in reality this hap-
pens a couple of °C earlier than 31°C.    

 

6.10 Pipe sizing, pressure drops and flow calculations   

Pipe sizing and flow calculations followed, after state points were calculated. We changed 
pipe diameters in all state point pipings and checked how it affected pipe flows. We tried to 
set pipe diameters large enough to give small pressure drops, but not larger than necessary 
due to economical aspects and few other factors, such as liquid volume stored in piping. 
Unite pipe dimensions according to possibilities were seen as a good thing due to economi-
cal aspects, easy construction and simplicity of system. There was one pipeline in which a 
little additional pressure drop was even targeted, the temperature control system’s returning 
flow pipe, in state point 9 area. This was because flow needed for temperature control is 
known to be small. A bit higher pressure drop gives us possibility for more open position of 
temperature control valve’s returning pipe side, which was thought to give us better tempera-
ture controllability.   

Pipe length has a straightforward effect on pipe’s pressure losses, and pipe diameter was 
considered carefully with long pipelines. While designing the system, attention was paid to 
make as short pipelines as practically possible. Pipe lengths and importance of as short pip-
ing as possible were discussed with installing crew before and during the installation. All in 
all accurate calculations were noted to be hard and practically impossible, because even this 
sized system was complex for accurate flow calculations and various operation modes and 
dynamic nature of the operation were present. With many rounds of enhancing calculations 
and simply gaining experience on the pressure drop calculations with our system, a good 
picture of factors effecting the pressure drops and reliable results were achieved. It turned 
out, that even though accurate prediction of some circles total pressure drop is hard, maxi-
mum pressure drop with fair margins can be estimated with given maximum flow. Very 
important in planning was that pipe diameters were chosen large enough. More mass flow 
cannot simply be transferred if the pipe diameter is too small.   

Our flow calculations began with calculation of Reynolds numbers with equation 6. With 
finally selected and implemented pipe diameters and other properties, we got laminar flow to 
all pipelines. Our next task was to read flow friction coefficient λ from Kotiaho et al. (2004, 
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p.56) Selected flow- and tube properties are collected in table 13. To that we needed Reyn-
olds numbers, and pipe roughness value for used material. Pulled copper tube was seen to be 
close enough representation for used copper pipe. Value k/D and Reynolds number were 
used to read λ from the chart. For turbulent flow, λ was read straight from the charts visually. 
Since there was even more accurate formula for λ given for laminar flow, it was used. λ for 
laminar flows are presented in appendix 7.    

Table 13. Selected flow and tube properties.    

   

Pressure losses of pipelines were calculated using equation 4. Flow and pressure drop-related 
properties of piping in area of state points 1-13, 16 and 17 in full cooling load are presented 
in appendix 7. Calculations were double checked with Pipe Flow Calculations online soft-
ware in the beginning for added reliability and educational purposes (Pipe Flow Calcula-
tions, n.d.). Our Excel calculations were proven to calculate accurately with given values. 
Differences in values calculated with my Excel and the program were very small, sometimes 
non-existent. This may be the case, if actually the same equations are used, and then only 
differences in the result come from rounding accuracy. Now values still needed to be adjust-
ed according to our project’s real operational refrigeration system. Pressure drops were 
calculated separately for laminar and turbulent flows, since λ was calculated with formula for 
laminar, and visually read from charts for turbulent flows. Only either one can be naturally 
used at a time, in our project’s refrigeration system all flows stayed laminar even in maxi-
mum cooling load calculations. From Appendix 7 can be seen, that biggest pressure losses 
clearly come in state point areas with longest pipe lengths, 12, 13, 16 and 17.    

Some local pressure losses were calculated for our system with equation 5. Selected local 
pressure losses for different curves and pipe inlets and outlets are collected to table 14. Max-
imum flow velocity was assumed as 1,5m/s, as a conservative value it is above the highest 
flow velocity estimated to be present in our system with full cooling load. As we can see, 
local pressure losses in table 14 are very low compared to pressure losses in piping, even 
with conservative assumptions. Gently sloping curves were recommended for piping, since 
strict curve can increase pressure losses significantly, and very steep curves can already give 
significant pressure losses if there are many of them.    
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Table 14. Selected local pressure losses for different curves and pipe inlets and outlets.   

   
Many pressure drops had to be evaluated without calculations. Almost all pressure drops in 
our system’s most important components were read from manufacturer’s technical manuals. 
We considered the flow rate corresponding to our maximum cooling load. Custom made Air 
cooling plate to CO2 container’s roof was an exception to this, its maximum pressure drop 
was obtained from the used design program, Unilab Coils. This design phase is introduced 
briefly in chapter 6.4. Maximum pressure losses of most important components and elements 
of our project’s refrigeration system are collected to table 15. Evaluation was quite difficult 
and time consuming for some objectives, especially when good functionality with small 
cooling loads and flows had also to be taken into account.   

Table 15. Maximum pressure losses of most important components and elements in our 
project’s refrigeration system.    
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Peak mass flows and piping pressure losses for each of our project’s refrigeration systems 
cooling circles are presented in table 16. Each circle has one heat transfer fluid circulation 
pump. Peak values are calculated with the highest possible designed cooling power. As a 
result of calculations, four MAGNA3 25-120 and one MAGNA3 25-80 circulation pumps 
were purchased, with corresponding lift heights of 12m and 8m. Mass flows in so called heat 
exchanger circle were calculated as 0,25kg/s in appendix 7, but were doubled here because 
of some room for capacity increases in the future. Cabin test circle’s pressure loss does not 
include the cabin’s pressure loss. Pumping in this circle is normally done with cabin’s own 
circulation pump, but an additional pump was installed to the system, that can be taken into 
action if needed, but is normally passed by with valve arrangements (See flow diagram in 
appendix 4). Circle’s total pressure losses were calculated by simply adding all circle’s 
pressure losses from piping, single elements and components. Adding was made carefully, 
since forgotten origin of pressure losses could lead to underestimating the circle pressure 
losses and pumping powers needed for desired flow rates.   

Table 16. Peak mass flows and piping pressure losses for each of our project’s refrigeration 
systems cooling circles.    

   
As can be seen, for heat dump circle, lift height will probably be not enough for hardest 
circumstances. This is because these are calculated in cold ambient- and fluid temperatures. 
Warmer heat transfer fluid is circulated in heat dump circle during real operation. What 
practically results, is that if the system is in standstill for several hours during cold weather, 
full mass flows and cooling power can be reached only after a while, when fluid has warmed 
some and viscosity has again reached a normal level in designed operation. Highest peak 
pressure losses are expected in the heat dump circle. Main reasons for highest pressure losses 
in this circle are high peak flow rates, relatively long piping and high pressure losses in the 
Güntner dry cooler. Lowest pressure losses are in the circle connecting Vitocal 300-G to the 
buffer tank. This is because of very low flow resistance, even though flow rates are expected 
to be highest of all circles. Low flow resistance is a result of short piping, just a few compo-
nents causing pressure losses and absence of single components that cause significant losses 
(which are found in other circles).    
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6.11 Liquid volume and expansion vessel calculations    

Liquid volumes of each three heat transfer fluid circles were calculated, so that enough 
propylene glycol and expansion vessels can be ordered and fluid fill can be done successful-
ly. First step was to list liquid volumes for all components in the circles, that hold significant 
amount of fluid. Component’s liquid volumes are collected in table 17. Almost all compo-
nent fluid volumes were found on products technical manuals. Volume for custom made heat 
exchanger for CO2 air cooling was obtained from the Unilab Coils design program in the 
technical printout. Cabin’s liquid volume is different depending on the tested cabin and a 
conservative value was used according to discussions with our team. Small amount of liquid 
has to be refilled after each change of tested cabin. Small refill has to be done even if new 
cabin was with exact liquid volume as the old cabin, because even minimal differences in 
liquid volumes make clear differences in standstill and operation pressures of the system, and 
suitable pressure levels in fluid circles are adjusted with the accurate liquid fill.    

Table 17. Liquid volumes of three heat transfer fluid circle’s components in our installation.   

   
In addition with components, pipes hold some liquid volume. Rough pipe liquid volumes can 
be seen from appendix 7. Liquid volumes for all three circles without pressure vessel were 
calculated by adding together all piping and component volumes of the circles. Piping was 
followed from the LibreCAD drawing, and therefore made sure that all volume-bearing 
components and pipelines were noticed.   

Next we evaluated largest possible expansion percentages of the heat transfer fluid in each 
circle during normal operation. Flamco’s (2014) material was utilized, and corresponding 
maximum expansion percentages were evaluated from charts based on glycol content and 
highest possible temperature. Design conditions considered a hot summer day and direct 
sunlight to some parts of the circle. Fluid heating to 50°C was considered, except 60°C for 
heat dump circle, because it will naturally work with higher heat transfer fluid temperatures 
than two other circles, and has to be in higher than ambient temperature during successful 
operation. Expansion volume Vexp (m^3), heat transfer fluid volume after an expansion event 
V (m^3), and nominal volume of a suitable expansion vessel in our project Vev (m^3) were 
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calculated with equations 12, 13 and 14. Vev includes both liquid- and gas side volumes of 
the expansion vessel.   

   

V0 (m^3) is volume of the heat transfer fluid before expansion. xexp is fraction of expansion 
volume compared to fluid volume before expansion. If fluid expands for example 2% be-
cause of warm weather, xexp is 0,02. Vev was decided to be twice the largest possible expan-
sion volume, because then expansion vessel would still have half of its volume filled with 
pressurized gas, even in maximum expansion. Highest allowed ratio of liquid to total volume 
is 0,63, and therefore at least 37% of total volume must be filled by pressurized gas side all 
the time (for expansion vessels used in our project). Higher fill can stretch the membrane and 
damage the vessel.   

It should be remembered, that heat transfer fluid volume before expansion V0 is always 
defined in some particular temperature and pressure. The total mass of the fluid in the circle 
is practically a constant, but temperature and pressure depend on conditions and operation. 
Therefore the heat transfer fluid temperature during the fill has an effect on how the fluid 
volume changes and interacts with expansion vessel. Say for example, we fill liquid exactly 
to the volume of the circle without expansion vessel, so that that liquid pressure at expansion 
vessel inlet equals pre-set gas side pressure of the expansion vessel, but the vessel membrane 
has barely not yet been moved by expanding liquid. Now if fill was made in a warm temper-
ature (which usually is the goal, to get as much air out of the system as possible) and refrig-
eration systems starts to operate in a lower temperature, liquid volume and therefore system 
pressure decrease. More liquid has to be filled to be able to get interaction with pressure 
vessel and keep stable pressures above the atmospheric pressure in the system. A slight 
overpressure is usually targeted in the system at all times to prevent air entering the system. 
Circle volumes with and without pressure vessel, expansion in percentages and volumes and 
suitable pressure vessel volumes are presented in appendix 8. We can see from table 17 and 
appendix 8, that the cold buffer tank holds the most of the total volume of all circles. Also 
the cabin’s test circle, in which the buffer tank is in, is by far the largest circle by liquid 
volume. (Flamco, 2014) (Melinder et al, 2015, pp.37-38)     

There are many ways of sizing the expansion vessel, and the one described by Flamco 
(2014) was used in this project. The actual picking of size was made very roughly by dou-
bling the expected maximum expansion volume, as mentioned earlier. This choice was then 
further examined by making calculations about expansion, presented in appendix 8. As 
recommended, pre-set pressure in vessels gas side was set according to each circles highest 
point from vessel level, and resulting hydrostatic pressure. Lowest operation pressure was set 
into same or a little bit higher than pre-set pressure to have a very slight liquid fill in the 
vessel when filling the system. Maximum operating pressure was set a few tenths of a bar 
below safety valve opening pressures. Vessel fill levels without expansion and with maxi-
mum expansion were calculated. Efficiency coefficients show the amount of liquid per total 
volume in maximum expansion. According to calculations shown in appendix 8, selected 
pressure vessel sizes were noted to be good for our system and its pressure levels, and the 
mentioned maximum efficiency coefficient, 0,63 was not exceeded. One reason for calculat-
ing many scenarios in Excel was to learn about the dynamics of expansion with various fill 
levels, temperatures and system pressures.    
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7. Implementation of an indirect refrigeration system for 
laboratory testing   

 

7.1 Purchasing and acquiring components   

As our design advanced, components were picked for building the system. Component list of 
our project’s refrigeration system is presented in table 18. List is not exact and some piping 
parts are not mentioned, list is made with suitable accuracy for project’s demands. For ex-
ample count of manual closing- and air vent valves is realized finally after the installation is 
completed, and additional valves were added according to noticed needs. Vitocal 300-G heat 
pump, buffer tank, dry cooler, NIRA hand pump, copper pipes and some basic piping goods 
were already arranged in our property in the beginning of project. Most of the components 
were purchased during the project by me. Table 18 shows the seller for main purchases. All 
in all purchasing and acquiring components for the system took a significant amount of time, 
but I consider the results successful. Components shown in a flow diagram are collected in 
appendix 6. Each component is marked in the drawing once.    
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Table 18. Component list of our project’s refrigeration system. Numbers are compatible 
with LibreCAD drawing showing components in appendix 6. Each component number is 
marked in the drawing just once.     

   
I designed plate heat exchangers with SWEP SSP-program myself and purchased them from 
Refair. Circulation pump properties were calculated in Excel, and suitable pumps were 
purchased from Grundfos. Grundfos has a good literature for pump selection and dimension-
ing, which was a great benefit in the process. Pumps are important part of the system, and 
also the system control and operation is largely carried out by adjustment of pumps. Pumps 
show lift height and flow rate in real time, which is very good feature for operation and 
inspection of the system. Expansion tanks were dimensioned in Excel and purchased via 
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Onninen, manufacturer Flamco’s good online material was utilized to help the dimensioning. 
Temperature control system was ordered from Wexon, and suitable product was found in co-
operation with the representative salesman. No-return valves were selected based on manu-
facturer’s charts and bought from Konwell. From my previous working experience in AQVA 
Finland Oy I knew Cipax Oy, who supplied advanced tanks for propylene glycol-water 
mixing and filling. Pure propylene glycol was purchased from Ahlsell for mixing the wanted 
heat transfer fluid to water. Optical meter for water solutions propylene glycol content was 
bought from Würth. It was estimated, that ability to accurately measure the content was 
going to be crucial for successful commissioning and operation of the system.   

Small components were bought on local HVAC stores during installation, such as most of 
manual shut off valves, strainers, pipe tees and safety valve parts. Some small components 
were also taken from the laboratory facilities, if some free stuff was discovered. Stash from 
the recent fair installation was also available, and some stuff was utilized. Challenge was to 
verify the condition of used stuff, since no original installer or otherwise familiar person was 
caught up. Likely good and useful propylene glycol-water mixture was not used, since we 
did not figure out how to verify quality and exact composition in economical and reasonable 
way. Similar situation was encountered with few other components, such as fluid circulation 
pumps from the fair installation. It was learned, that inspection on relatively cheap compo-
nents can be easily more expensive and time consuming than purchasing the new ones. This 
can be seen as a shame for technical component’s high reusing rates in environments per-
spective, but I believe it is a common phenomenon in technical business around the World.   

Component purchases could have perhaps been made quicker with other kind of arrange-
ment. Now suitable component properties were assessed, and potential suppliers contacted 
via phone call, online sales enquiry or email. This was a precise way of gathering compo-
nents, and suppliers were able to tell about their products and suitability for our installation 
quite well. Another way worth trying would have been the following: When design of sys-
tem was made and an approximate component list is ready, product enquiry document with 
the list and brief description of our project would have been sent to potential suppliers. Sup-
pliers would then offer all components they have to offer for our project. This could have 
probably spared some time. Purchasing strategy was also perhaps encouraged by the fact that 
this was a first system design I have done of this type. It was natural to purchase a compo-
nent right after getting to know its requirements before moving to next main component. 
Also with used purchasing strategy, more attempts to buy components from the same sellers 
could have been made. Diversity of components was a challenge in this perspective, and it 
was experienced a bit hard to find suppliers able to contribute with multiple of our main 
components. From table 18 can be seen, that many suppliers were used and none supplied lot 
of different main components in this project.   

Viessmann’s own purchasers were not contacted much during our project. This was probably 
because our project’s refrigeration system was a single system, including more or less differ-
ent components that which were used in our factory made refrigeration fixture products. 
Type and characteristics of components would have been given to purchaser, who would 
have then used his or her knowhow and supply chains to purchase best available component 
for given purpose. Purchaser also knows which components have to be searched outside 
current product portfolio, which saves settling time. Theoretically using company’s own 
purchasers can be efficient if product demand and specializations match. Range of available 
products is typically well known and prices are low, especially when components are pur-
chased to industrial purposes usually in large quantities, and perhaps from well-known sup-
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pliers. For example in our project, one HVAC store was noted to be pretty expensive after-
wards, even though service and product availability were good. Purchase from another sup-
plier could have spared some costs. Paperwork and purchasing chain can potentially be also 
handled effortlessly in co-operation with technical purchasers. In a big company there can 
also be some suitable leftover components in storage, and purchaser or some of his/her con-
tacts could be aware of this. Discussions with a purchaser could have been educational expe-
riences to both parties, even if the outcome would have been the same, to purchase 
components independently.    

 

7.2 Installation    

Installation began properly in the beginning of August. Some preparatory installations were 
made already in week 26. Installation was thought to start already in late May according to 
original visions. Refrigeration system’s designs essential parts were done early in June, but 
summer holidays and some practical things delayed beginning of the installations. Installa-
tion pace was slow and steady, as planned, even though system was ready and in operation a 
lot later than what was the original vision. All in all I would estimate, that similar 14kW 
refrigeration system could be installed in about a week, if another system with reasonably 
same features was ordered, well planned and installers use their own basic piping parts. Two 
to three is for example a good size of the installing crew for this kind of task.   

Installation had two significant phases. Both were done according to the flow diagram, act-
ing as installation- and electrical drawing in appendix 4. I, system’s head designer, was in 
involved in every phase of the installation helping to interpret the drawing and planning 
installation steps so that desired system can be reached. I also did a lot of supporting work 
during installation, such as fetching piping components from local HVAC stores. First all 
heat transfer fluid circles with full, closed piping and equipment were installed. This work 
took by far most of the installation time. After this, circles were ready for liquid fill and the 
commissioning of the system.    

Second phase was electricity installation. This phase was completed in about two weeks, and 
it was ready even before heat transfer fluid cycles and their piping. Circulation pumps, Vito-
cal 300-G heat pump and other electricity-using equipment were supplied with power. Some 
minor automation installations were considered, and also carried out, even though system 
was going to run mainly with self-operating equipment. In our system, there was no connec-
tion to some centralized system, which allows control and operation of all system devices 
and data from one set of computer screens. This selection was ordered while project task 
handout, to keep the system simple enough. Operation of system is mainly made with circu-
lation pumps and Vitocal 300-G, by setting values from each equipment’s own operation 
panel.   

Installation- and electrical drawing in appendix 4 was proven to be good and accurate for 
installing purposes. Drawing is a certain flow diagram, which shows exactly the way of heat 
transfer fluid and order in which each component is met. All significant components are 
market in the drawing 6. Main principles of the drawing 4 and some comments in it must be 
followed precisely during installing.   
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There was however some aspects, that give room, and even some need for skilled applying 
during installation. Such things were for example the closer placing of components in the 
room, and details of piping routes. As discussed, more compact layout than expressed in 
flow diagram was a good thing and local decisions can be made, as long as installation is 
made according to the flow diagram and compulsory requirements are met. Some room for 
applying was a known decision, because for example short piping and wise pipe routes were 
known to demand some decisions in the location while installing. (3D-drawings would have 
been otherwise needed, which would have been too time consuming and not effective in this 
project) All in all this strategy worked well and was shown practical for the work flow. The 
system became a bit more compact than indicated in the installation- and electrical drawing, 
without giving away accurate match in vital requirements or compatibility with flow dia-
gram. Most of circulation pumps and Vitocal 300-G’s were installed close to each other, and 
originally screens to same direction. Orientation of some pump screens had to be changed, 
which was a quick task, but result in a slightly impractical location of control panels. Place-
ment of liquid fill station was successful. One of the installers was a coming user of the 
system, and he did some handy tricks during the installation, making the system more practi-
cal to use. Total length of all piping in the system became a bit longer than originally 
planned, partly because of realized pipe routes and partly because of the fourth cooling target 
ordered at a later times during the project. Therefore also systems’ liquid volume and pro-
pylene glycol demand were raised a bit.   

Our project’s refrigeration system was my first time as project’s head designer. System was 
first in its kind for installers too, even though they had experience with works among other 
type of refrigeration systems, including some technically more challenging than ours. First 
time affected our schedules a lot, especially because of basic piping components had to be 
decided and fetched while installing, those were not available in a high volume storage. If 
similar system was to be designed and installed somewhere else again, next time would take 
probably only a fraction of time used in this project. Our project’s installation was perhaps 
also not as urgent as some works ordered by a paying customer. Some delays were simply 
accepted rather than investigating affordable ways of arranging adept installing force, to 
complete the system sooner and getting it to work.    

 

7.3 Commissioning    

Commissioning of the system started in around week 40. Main phases in the process were 
leak and pressure testing, liquid fill and air purging, component starts and testing, establish-
ing labels to important parts of the system, cold insulation and documentation about the 
system. Some late installations and fixes to system were carried out at the same time as early 
commissioning. For example some leaks, non-air tight insulation and components installed 
in a wrong orientation were discovered and fixed. Preparing documents for the system’s 
users and to some other purposes was done a lot during commissioning. A big magnetic table 
was placed in the technical room’s wall, where all key documents and some tools about the 
system can be found. Flow diagram, pressure level document, propylene glycol chemical 
information, list of pending repairs and improvements, instructions to operate Vitocal 300-G 
heat pump and a set of air vent keys were for example provided.    
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Leak proof and pressure testing were an important part of our system’s commissioning. After 
circles were installed they were filled with nitrogen gas to detect all possible leaks. Leaks 
were fixed and testing continued alongside with other works, such as installation of missing 
air vent and emptying valves. After some time testing was continued with air, since it had 
better availability, and it was seen to have leak potential possibly closer to water, than what 
nitrogen had. After system charging with final propylene glycol-water mixtures, leak and 
pressure testing continued. Leak detection became easier with liquid, and all fixes were 
completed with withdrawal of only couple of ten liters at maximum. This was achieved, 
because we had plenty of closing valves to isolate the pipeline in which the repair was done 
and careful planning of repairing beforehand. After system was leak proof, pressure testing 
continued alongside with air purging and equipment starts. Official pressure test was carried 
out and documented in the latest stage of commissioning. Some instructions for pressure test 
were checked from Melinder et al. (2015) and Suomen Kylmäyhdistys Ry (2019). Pressure 
test was successful and proved that our refrigeration plant is leak proof and lasts highest 
pressures that our system might be exposed to. Time under at least 2,9 bar-g test pressure 
was 3,5 hours.   

In system charging stage circles were filled with appropriate propylene glycol-water mix-
tures. Flushing and pressure testing with water was considered, but fill straight with final 
mixture was chosen. There are pros and cons in this choice. One of the main pros is that 
since only final liquid is filled, we do not have to worry about water, that is going to be left 
in the system even after careful emptying. It was assessed, that for example the main circle 
would hold a couple ten liters of water after emptying, which would have to be compensated 
by adding a balancing volume of a stronger mixture to the circle. Another pro was the higher 
practicality of these two options. Pro of water flush choice would have been a better chance 
to flush the system before charging, but cleanliness of piping was assessed to be good 
enough for a straight-away charge.   

Air has to be removed as well as possible from the closed secondary fluid system. Air purg-
ing took place after and during each liquid fill, and sometimes air vent valves were opened 
after some running of the system to see if some air has risen to the high location of the valve. 
Releasing air lowers pressure of the circle, and after air purging, a small amount of liquid 
was added to compensate the air that left the system. Air purging was done with air vent 
valves in all highest locations of the piping. Both manual and automatic air vent valves were 
used, depending on the spot and situation. Manual valves were chosen outside to prevent the 
problem of freezing automatic valves. Small closing valves were installed between most air 
vent valves and the system to ease the use, and because a tendency to leak was mentioned by 
Melinder et al. (2015) and Suomen Kylmäyhdistys Ry (2019). Air purging with low pressure 
suction was considered, but we assessed that a good result can be achieved with air vent 
valves only. There are a lot of possible couplings in which low pressure air purging can be 
done in the future is needed for some reason.  

All in all it seems, that air purging can be done quite efficiently from current air vent valves, 
and at least purging is can be done practically whenever needed. Result of air purging was 
assessed based on whether any air comes out while opening air vent valves, flow rates in the 
system (trapped air typically increases pressure losses), sounds and amount of exited air. 
Pressure gauges were also watched during liquid fill, that was actually a very good way of 
estimating whether there is still a significant amount of air in the system. Air compresses, 
and causes oscillations to the pressure gauge if present in the system. Also the speed of 
pressure rise with one pumping movement with the liquid pump indicates the situation well, 
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air in the system compresses and causes a slow pressure rise. Pure liquid is almost incom-
pressible, and system pressure will rise quickly and more suddenly with even a small amount 
of added liquid.    

All piping and equipment had to be insulated to prevent condensation and/or freezing of air’s 
moisture to the cold surfaces of the system. Insulation has to be air tight, so that air and its 
moisture can’t get to the system’s cold surfaces. Only piping that will be not insulated, is the 
heat rejection pipe going outside from the heat pump, since it carries warm fluid and is there-
fore not at risk. Return pipe was insulated, because in the cold weather fluid can cool outside 
and cause condensation as pump is turned on and cold fluid is moved to the technical room. 
Some of the insulation was already done before, and some were finished after the official 
pressure test.   

All components were started and tested during the commissioning. Most of them started to 
work well right away and only some basic adjustment of operating values were made. Small 
works had to be done in the process, for example connection of missing electric wire in the 
electric cabinet. Temperature control valve started working well right away, even though I 
was ready to spend some time getting it to right settings, in co-operation with the manufac-
turer’s engineer. Commissioning can be seen to end in the testing of a liquid cooler, the first 
real task of our project’s indirect refrigeration system.    

Even though the system is successfully completed and operative, there are still some works 
that have to be done before full utilization of the system. In the second week of November, 
some fluid circles were not yet fully cold insulated, and piping from safety valve outlets to 
downwards position were still missing. For better system controllability, Güntner dry cooler 
should still be equipped with responsive operation setting or a part-load possibility. Some 
small fixes and improvements can be recommended to the system in future, such as adding a 
sight glass, adding second fill station and getting better documentation and experience about 
operation of Vitocal 300-G heat pump.    
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8. Completed refrigeration system and its performance   
Completed system is a custom made refrigeration plant for specific needs. In addition to 
moderate, 14kW cooling capacity it has four unique cooling targets and some pretty strict 
quality requirements, concerning for example cold supply temperatures and operational 
reliability. Some pictures about our project’s refrigeration system are presented in figure 25. 
In left upper corner we got our system’s refrigeration machine, Vitocal 300-G heat pump. It 
can supply maximum cooling power of around 14kW, which consequently is the maximum 
output of our system. In the same picture we have our buffer tank, holding 300L of propyl-
ene glycol heat transfer fluid as a cold reserve. Up middle picture shows dry cooler for heat 
rejection, and heat exchanger in CO2 system container’s roof, placed under CO2 conden-
ser/gas cooler unit. Up right picture shows heat transfer fluid fill station and the NIRA hand 
pump used for an accurate fill. Down right picture shows our two SWEP heat exchangers. 
Heat exchangers are compact and can be found in middle left in the picture. As can be seen, 
cold insulation was not finished in CO2-circle’s area by the time picture was taken. Two 
circulation pumps, all three safety valves and all three expansion vessels can be spotted in 
figure 25’s pictures. Refrigeration plant’s magnetic information board can be seen on left 
down picture. The biggest content is an A2-sized flow diagram for system operators, install-
ers and engineers. Information board aims to show all the key information about the system 
at a glance.    
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Figure 25. Pictures about our project’s refrigeration system.    
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Our project’s refrigeration system was used first time for product testing in week 43. There-
fore this can be seen as a moment, when the system was successfully installed, commis-
sioned and taken into use, even though it was not completely ready and tuned yet. The first 
tested product was a small air cooling sensible heat exchanger. We can use these test results 
to assess our completed refrigeration system’s performance. Test results for a certain two-
hour testing period are collected in appendix 9. Appendix 9 shows cooling power, heat trans-
fer fluid’s supply and return temperatures and heat transfer fluid mass flows through the 
sensible heat exchanger.   

We can see from appendix 9, that our system is capable of delivering stable mass flows. In 
this particular test the heat transfer fluid circulation was made with tested product’s own 
circulation pump, as designed. In this test, mass flows were maintained very closely in a bit 
over 0,1 kg/s. Our system is designed to deliver mass flows of at least 0,5 kg/s for product 
testing. Results show, that mass flows rise very quickly to desired level after circulation 
pump starts, and goes quickly to zero as it stops, which indicates an excellent controllability 
of mass flows while testing products with our system. In this test, mass flows were not close 
to the designed maximum. Future testing will show us, whether larger mass flows can be 
maintained with as outstanding precision as in this test.   

Results from heat transfer fluid cold supply and return temperatures are less certain. What 
can be seen, is that cold supply temperatures stay above return temperatures at all times, with 
a rough difference of around 1°C. This is a good thing, and tells us that cold supply works in 
general level, and that the tested product can deliver cooling to air. If supply and return 
temperatures would sometimes go to the same value, it would mean that no cooling is done, 
and heat transfer fluid is only circulated without any cooling effect. Especially important is 
that supply is colder than return during the cooling periods, when circulation pump works. 
This means that heat is taken from the cooled space, and cooling occurs.   

Cooling action with pump on is seen in data by semi-steady development or lowering of both 
temperatures, and occurs four times in our two-hour testing period. Beginning of cooling can 
be spotted in large, but short time spikes in return temperatures. It is the moment in which 
circulation pump starts pumping. Some reasons for the spikes can be assumed to be starting 
of the pump and/or warming of heat transfer fluid during standstill in the heat exchanger just 
before the temperature meter for returning fluid.     

Cooling power is quite steady based on appendix 9. After spikes right after pump starts, 
cooling power stays in the area of 0,3 – 0,6 kW, and fluctuations are calm.  Just like mass 
flows, cooling powers are applied quickly after pump starts, and cooling stops sharp when 
pump is shut. This again, is a sign of a good controllability of cooling power with our sys-
tem, and it is achieved with accurate controlling of heat transfer fluid mass flows.    
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9. Findings and discussion    
One of the main goals for our project’s refrigeration system was the ability to supply heat 
transfer fluid to cooling in steady temperatures. Wanted accuracy of cold supply tempera-
tures was not specified in the design phase, but variation less than 1°C was somewhat target-
ed. In times of steady cooling, cold supply temperature seems to be around -5°C with wanted 
1°C accuracy. Based on that we can say that steady cold supply temperature was accom-
plished, at least most of the time during each cooling period with pump on. Clearly lowering 
temperatures in around 16:20 are most likely caused by reactions of the temperature control 
valve. It has made a closing move to the returning fluid mixing pipe, which would result in 
lowering temperature of cooling supply. Another possibility would be that colder fluid is 
withdrawn from the buffer tank due to varying temperature profile in the tank. Either way, 
we expect to reach a bit higher level of cold supply temperature control accuracy in future, 
that what was achieved in these first recorded tests.    

We have to remember, that cooling is ultimately done according to needs of the tested prod-
uct, its temperature is measured and kept between some desired values. Our project’s refrig-
eration system’s goal is to facilitate this and test the performance of various refrigeration 
products. Therefore even though we introduced important results from our refrigeration 
system’s performance in the previous chapter, its operation depends also on the tested prod-
uct. Therefore while inspecting our systems capabilities, also air temperatures before and 
after the sensible heat exchanger were considered. All in all we can say about the results, that 
system operates well under quite a small cooling loads from one cooling target. Based on the 
first test and our expectations, good performance will be maintained also with higher loads 
and with more simultaneous cooling targets.    

Temperature differences over the tested product have an effect on the accuracy of cold sup-
ply temperatures. Functioning of our temperature control valve is dependent on the tested 
cooling application. Bigger temperature difference over the tested product is, more accurate 
heat transfer fluid supply temperatures we get. This is because our temperature control valve 
is a mixing valve at its functioning type. For example in the test run presented in appendix 9, 
we got temperature differences of only around 1°C. In our test run, supply temperature was 
quite a steady either way, even though from this perspective tested cooling product was 
challenging for our system’s supply temperature control. Supply temperature control over a 
larger temperature difference in future testing will be easier. Future testing will also be more 
reliable and efficient in future, because small installations and optimizations will be made to 
the system, and we get some experience operating the system. Examples of such improve-
ments are finishing of the complete insulation, installation of sight glass in the piping, partial 
load or automatic control possibility to our heat rejection’s blower and finishing all tempera-
ture sensor installations to the cold fluid buffer tank.   

Maintenance of the system is crucial for its high class performance, safety and durability. 
Heat transfer fluid should be circulated also in CO2 circle at least once a month to ensure 
good condition of piping and liquid, even though main use will be only in summertime. 
Floor and all possible liquid spills should be washed regularly, and the technical room must 
be kept clinical and clean. Function of safety valves should be checked at least in every half 
years or more often. Air venting, changing of strainers and checking gas side pressure levels 
in expansion vessels should be done regularly too. Checking of the entire system perfor-
mance on different loads is important for seeing the overall condition of the system, but 
perhaps this is checked naturally without a separate event if system is in frequent use. One 
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important aspect is to see, that advised pressure levels are met with use in varying tempera-
tures and loads of the system. It is advisable to check heat transfer fluid quality and corrosion 
levels of piping first time after for example two years of operation.   

Width of duty was a clear but welcomed challenge in this project; I delivered most of the 
design, including for example HVAC- and component model determinations. Interdepend-
ence of design phases was also a clear challenge. For example final pipe sizes had to wait 
until mass flows and type of heat transfer fluids are known. On the other hand, available pipe 
sizes were a minor design parameter themselves, which made simultaneous, converging 
design tactique somewhat advantageous. For example rough HVAC plan could have been 
first assigned to a HVAC designer. This saves time, and is an excellent opportunity to train 
some tricks, so that HVAC design can be next time made partly or entirely with own efforts. 
While this was my first this kind of project, doing all design myself was on the other hand 
very educational. Some of efficient HVAC programs are costly and require some practice to 
be used efficiently, and searching of free or economical program takes time. This can be 
made quicker by good advisory by someone who knows the scene.   

Master’s thesis was noted to be challenging, but an educational task for a writer. There are 
lot of technical details and a big picture to be hold on, and a ready master’s thesis is practi-
cally always a first edition, compared to classical engineering-related books for example, 
some of which are 5th edition or even more. In addition of solving problems, writer has to 
open all key tricks in the written work. If some design is changed, text has to be edited corre-
spondingly. Many times in engineering work, only the outcome and main documents have to 
be edited and kept in the best possible condition. Some classical challenges with thesis’ 
scope management were noticed. It was occasionally hard to decide what should be men-
tioned in the work and what not. Because of late finishing of installation, some results were 
acquired less than a month before the master’s thesis deadline, and these details could not be 
fully written in the work before that. I could have shifted the focus of written thesis towards 
the earlier phases of the project to solve this problem, but I am happy about my choice to 
wait for the completing of the system, so that the whole project all the way to the operational 
refrigeration plant got included in the work. All in all, master’s thesis was noted to be too 
small for all theory studied and work done during the project, and some compaction and 
prioritization were carried out. Next time if a document like this is prepared or advised, I will 
pay attention to aforementioned aspect earlier in working process. Hence, the final thesis is 
good and compact enough in my opinion.    
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10. Conclusions    
Indirect refrigeration systems have been used for a long time in certain cooling applications, 
especially with long piping and many cooling targets. Wider use in food retail and supermar-
ket field of business is seen promising because of some technical and legislation related 
advantages, such as small refrigerant charges, low pressure levels outside technical room and 
possibilities for improved safety and environmental friendliness. Efficient design and im-
plementation of an indirect refrigeration system and whether indirect system type is the best 
choice in given case, depends on the desired size, application, location and amount of cool-
ing targets, and there can be many equally excellent possible choices.    

Best feasible design and layout in our project’s case was discovered to be according to in-
formation presented in this work. To be precise, appendixes 4-7 and 10, and tables 7, 8, 10, 
11, 16 and 18. Four cooling targets in separate locations demanded a large central buffer tank 
and refrigeration machinery with high capacity to supply cooling, and compact piping was 
lead to each cooling target. Temperature control system was added to fulfill the need for 
product testing’s especially accurate cold supply temperatures. Pumping was arranged with 
distributed circulation pumps instead of one big pump accompanied with regulation valves 
for each cooling targets. System is controlled straight from the equipment’s displays because 
of request for a simple system, and connection to central computer aided system was not 
done. Propylene glycol was chosen for water’s additive to all heat transfer fluid circles over 
ethylene glycol, which improved refrigeration plant safety and simplified the system and its 
operation. Fill was arranged from a single station for all heat transfer fluids, for all glycol 
contents. Numerous other design choices were made, which can be closer examined from 
chapters 6 and 7, and appendixes 4-8 and 10.    

For implementation, some strategy for purchasing and installation work should be decided in 
an early stage. Main components can be efficiently acquired by the head designer and the 
planning team, and this can for its part ensure suitable product and good qualities. Tubing, 
insulation and various installation parts can be included in the deal with the installing party, 
with a lot of benefits. Installing party can decide which parts to use, as long as given re-
quirements are met, such as pressure durability, material compatibilities and suitability for 
applied cold temperatures. Schedules and practical things should be discussed and agreed on 
with the installing party before the choice to ensure reasonable installation times and quality. 
Installing arrangement should allow us to do something, if schedules or quality of the work 
does not meet our expectations. If designing team takes care of installation parts too, acquisi-
tion in packages from one business partner can spare costs, time and effort, and make au-
thentication of component qualifications easy. Search of a good supplying partner can be 
started by sending offer requests to all potential suppliers when plans of the refrigeration 
plant are ready, even though this procedure was not tested in this study. Other chance is to 
speak with company’s purchasers, whether some good known party could meet requirements 
also for our project’s needs. Clear benefits can be achieved if all installation components 
come from the same, familiar supplier, and prices can be negotiated in a lower level than 
with random purchasing from a long variety of stores.    

Having operating technicians of the coming system on board already in the installation phase 
is a clear advantage, and improves our ability to use the system and do small repairs and 
enhancements ourselves in future when necessary. If problems are met during the installa-
tion, it is crucial to decide what to do, fix the problem and only then continue installation. 
Otherwise problems are accumulated and encountered later in even worse extent. Careful 
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design is an effective way of ensuring good results, and major costs and risks typically start 
to accumulate after the installation begins in energy production plant projects like ours.    

Improvements to the similar system in future can be investigated from separating production 
and distribution of cooling more clearly, and perhaps implementing one circulation pump for 
all supply in main circle. Pumping would be done according to total demand; flow to final 
cooling targets would be adjusted with control valves. Connection to centralized control 
panel would also improve the system and its use, even though added value through this 
decision is dependent on a clear and good implementation. Fill station should include sepa-
rate fill pump for different mixtures, or a proper possibility to empty previous fluid and vent 
the fill piping. Attention should be paid already in a design phase, to keeping pipe layout 
compact awarding us shorter overall piping and a simpler system. Wanted performance and 
details should be defined early in the project, so that a simple and robust design can be 
reached.    

All in all, this project was successful and a working system with wanted properties was 
accomplished. Decades of high quality indirect refrigeration can be achieved with the pro-
ject’s refrigeration plant if recommended adjustments, operation and maintenance are carried 
out. Based on this study, for around 10-50kW similar kind of indirect refrigeration plant 
projects, considerably good results can be achieved with design according to appendixes 4-7 
and 10, and details described in this work. For implementation, significantly shorter installa-
tion times and a bit higher quality can be reached with means mentioned earlier in this chap-
ter. This project and its learnings can be used as a benchmark for similar custom made 
energy production plant projects in future, especially in refrigeration branch.    
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APPENDIXES    

APPENDIX 1. Logp-h diagram of CO2, also known as R744. 
(ChemicaLogic, 1999)    
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APPENDIX 2. Information about Antifrogen L- heat transfer fluid 

from Swiss Clariant. Technical datasheet, specific heat capacity-
chart, thermal conductivity-chart and relative pressure drop-
chart. Charts are in function of temperature for each propylene 
glycol-concentration in water solution. (Clariant International Ltd. 
2014)    
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APPENDIX 3. Approximate Workflow - Indirect refrigeration system project and master's thesis  
 Working contract was 18.3 - 18.11.2019. (Weeks 12 - 47)  

Week numbers, 2019 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47

Master's thesis writing  

Studying refrigeration and 
practical training 

System- and concept design  

Detailed design & 
components

Calculations, Excel 

Purchasing components 

Installation  

Commissioning   
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vi
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APPENDIX 7 - STATE POINTS AND SOME OTHER PROCESS VALUES    

viii



APPENDIX 8. Calculations - Circle and pressure vessel volumes and expansion events     

Circle 

Circle volume 
without pressure 
vessel (L)  

Expansion  
(%)   

Expansion  
(L) 

Heat transfer 
fluid total 
volume (L)   

Suitable 
pressure vessel 
total volume (L)  

Circle 
highest 
point (m) 

Pre-pressure 
(Esipaine) 
(bar-a)   

Lowest opera-
tion pressure 
(bar-a) *  

Max vessel 
pressure 
(bar-a) *  

Vessel 
fill-
level  

Remai-
ning fill 

Efficiency 
coefficient  

Cabin's test circle  349,0 2,5 8,72 359,9 17,45 3 1,5 1,65 4 0,09 0,91 0,53
CO2 circle  21,9 4 0,87 23,0 1,75 4 1,5 1,75 4 0,14 0,86 0,48
Heat dump circle  30,5 5 1,52 32,4 3,05 5 1,5 1,85 4 0,19 0,81 0,44

* Lowest operation pressure is chosen so, that at least 0,5 bar overpressure to atmosphere is in each circle's highest point.   
Lowest operation pressure is given at the height of pressure vessel inlet.   
* Max operation pressure 2,5 bar-g, but in capacity calculations we consider pressure in which safety valves open.   
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APPENDIX 9 - Test results  - Our project's refrigeration system performance   
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EPÄSUORAN JÄÄHDYTYSJÄRJESTELMÄN 
KORKEUS JA PAINEET  

Pääpiiri CO2 piiri 
Lämmön 

poistopiiri 

Putkiston korkein kohta (m)  3 4 5

Jakotukin korkeus, jossa paine-
säiliö ja painemittari  (m)   

1,5 1,5 1,5

Putkiston korkeimman kohdan 
ja jakotukin korkeusero (m) 

1,5 2,5 3,5

Korkeuseroa vastaava paine-ero (bar)  0,15 0,25 0,35

Painesäiliön esipaine (bar-g) (= Korkeus-
eroa vastaava paine-ero pyöristettynä 

ylöspäin 0,5bar tarkkuudella)   
0,5 0,5 0,5

Suositeltu täytekaasu 
typpi. Ilma vain jos 

typpeä ei ole saatavilla. 

Tavoitepaine putkiston 
korkeimmassa kohdassa (bar-g)   

0,5 0,5 0,5

Jakotukin korkeudella olevan 
painemittarin lukema halutussa 

tavoitepaineessa (bar-g)  
0,65 0,75 0,85

Päivitetty ja tarkistettu: 4.10.2019 (Jaakko Koivisto)   

HUOM! Kylmäluoksen lämpötila piireissä voi muuttua kun laitos käynnistyy. 
Tyypillisesti: - Pääpiiri kylmenee - CO2 piiri kylmenee - Lämmönpoistopiiri lämpenee 

Tämä voi vaatia liuoksen lisäämistä/vähentämistä, jotta pysytään riittävän lähellä tavoitepainetta 
käytön aikana.  

- Laitoksessa oltava koko ajan ylipaine.  
- Maksimi paine 2,5 bar-g.   

Esim. kylmennyksen aikana liuoksen tilavuus pienenee ja paine pyrkii laskemaan. 
--> Liuosta voi joutua lisäämään.  
Esim. lämmityksen aikana liuos laajenee ja paine pyrkii nousemaan. 
--> Liuosta voi joutua vähentämään, eli laskemaan hieman pois piiristä.  
Varoventtiilit 3 bar-g.  

Appendix 10. Heights and pressure levels of our project's indirect refrigeration system
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